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A MARRIAGE MINUTEA MARRIAGE MINUTE

Character listCharacter list

Douglas......A literature professor, naive, noble, 35-60Douglas......A literature professor, naive, noble, 35-60

Lily.........His wife, bright, sophisticated, 35-55Lily.........His wife, bright, sophisticated, 35-55

Rex..........Best selling novelist, happy philanderer, 45-60Rex..........Best selling novelist, happy philanderer, 45-60

Violet.......His long suffering wife, 35-55Violet.......His long suffering wife, 35-55

Girl.........20ish, sexy, plays many partsGirl.........20ish, sexy, plays many parts



ACT ONEACT ONE

The set is free form.  Since the play is not realistic inThe set is free form.  Since the play is not realistic in
presentation, the set need not be representational.  Ifpresentation, the set need not be representational.  If
modules or furniture are to be used, they should be designedmodules or furniture are to be used, they should be designed
so that the actors can simply push them from one area toso that the actors can simply push them from one area to
another as they continue acting. The emphasis throughoutanother as they continue acting. The emphasis throughout
should be on simplicity.should be on simplicity.

A note on style: Action should be continuous and scene breaksA note on style: Action should be continuous and scene breaks
are only conceptual and should not involve curtains orare only conceptual and should not involve curtains or
lights. When actors address the audience and then thelights. When actors address the audience and then the
characters, the transition should be rapid, a mere twist ofcharacters, the transition should be rapid, a mere twist of
the head. A line of dialogue denoted "to us" means that it isthe head. A line of dialogue denoted "to us" means that it is
a thought and it may or may not be addressed directly to thea thought and it may or may not be addressed directly to the
audience. Generic dialogue, such as "barely suppressedaudience. Generic dialogue, such as "barely suppressed
irritation" or "false sympathy..." should be deliveredirritation" or "false sympathy..." should be delivered
directly to the other actor as if it were real dialogue. Thedirectly to the other actor as if it were real dialogue. The
emphasis in the sex scenes should be on the dialogue, not onemphasis in the sex scenes should be on the dialogue, not on
physcial presentation. At no time should the physical aspectsphyscial presentation. At no time should the physical aspects
be graphic or specific. The Girl will play several roles andbe graphic or specific. The Girl will play several roles and
she can wear something simple to denote a differentshe can wear something simple to denote a different
character, such as a wig or an apron, but no attempt shouldcharacter, such as a wig or an apron, but no attempt should
be made to actually disguise her.be made to actually disguise her.

Ideally the Graphics should be on a Vaudeville style card butIdeally the Graphics should be on a Vaudeville style card but
if more convenient, they can be projected, drop on placards,if more convenient, they can be projected, drop on placards,
or any other way as long as the actors can appear to changeor any other way as long as the actors can appear to change
them themselves by hand or gesture. The Graphic itself shouldthem themselves by hand or gesture. The Graphic itself should
have the capitalized words on the top line and the indicatedhave the capitalized words on the top line and the indicated
scene, a store, the bedroom, etc., on the second line. If ascene, a store, the bedroom, etc., on the second line. If a
choice must be made because of space or other consideration,choice must be made because of space or other consideration,
use the "graphic" and drop the "scene".use the "graphic" and drop the "scene".

AT RISE: A burst of 18th Century music. Douglas and Lily, RexAT RISE: A burst of 18th Century music. Douglas and Lily, Rex
and Violet dance on in a highly stylized four-handed dance ofand Violet dance on in a highly stylized four-handed dance of
the period that we are calling a gavotte. (It may or may notthe period that we are calling a gavotte. (It may or may not
actually be one.)actually be one.)

Graphic: THE DANCEGraphic: THE DANCE

Scene: Where you will.Scene: Where you will.

The foursome are involved in the dance when the Girl walksThe foursome are involved in the dance when the Girl walks
past.past.

Enter Girl.  She crosses, passing the dancers. Rex sees her,Enter Girl.  She crosses, passing the dancers. Rex sees her,
disengages from the others and dances/run/pants after thedisengages from the others and dances/run/pants after the
Girl. They both exit. Douglas lingers as the other dancersGirl. They both exit. Douglas lingers as the other dancers
dance off. Douglas observes Rex's panting pursuit of the Girldance off. Douglas observes Rex's panting pursuit of the Girl
and then changes the graphic.and then changes the graphic.

Graphic: HIGHER EDUCATIONGraphic: HIGHER EDUCATION

Scene: A junior college classroom.Scene: A junior college classroom.

DOUGLAS ZWEIG stands behind a lectern.DOUGLAS ZWEIG stands behind a lectern.



2. 2. 

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
Well, now, I'm glad you asked thatWell, now, I'm glad you asked that
question, Mr. Cohn-Bertolli, evenquestion, Mr. Cohn-Bertolli, even
though you thought you were beingthough you thought you were being
facetious, even though you hopedfacetious, even though you hoped
you were giving your coed chums ayou were giving your coed chums a
hoot and a giggle and an illicit,hoot and a giggle and an illicit,
cheeky twit at the stuffycheeky twit at the stuffy
professor. The difference betweenprofessor. The difference between
the literature of the 19th andthe literature of the 19th and
early 20th centuries and the self-early 20th centuries and the self-
involved, solipsistic acts ofinvolved, solipsistic acts of
public onanism that pass for thepublic onanism that pass for the
novels of the man you refer to asnovels of the man you refer to as
your "favorite writer"...andyour "favorite writer"...and
favorite is a word better appliedfavorite is a word better applied
to flavors of ice cream than ato flavors of ice cream than a
single selection from among thesingle selection from among the
thousands of authors worthy ofthousands of authors worthy of
admiration--is that Dickens andadmiration--is that Dickens and
Austen and Dreiser  considered itAusten and Dreiser  considered it
their duty to instruct the readertheir duty to instruct the reader
in the oft delayed, tortuouslyin the oft delayed, tortuously
arrived at but always edifyinglyarrived at but always edifyingly
uplifting effects of living auplifting effects of living a
moral life. They did not glorifymoral life. They did not glorify
brain-eating, heroin-abusing,brain-eating, heroin-abusing,
sociopathic behavior as elementssociopathic behavior as elements
in a well-rounded, ethicallyin a well-rounded, ethically
instructive, rich, full existence.instructive, rich, full existence.
It is the presence of moralityIt is the presence of morality
that imparts meaning and liftsthat imparts meaning and lifts
literature, and life, from theliterature, and life, from the
merely trivial.merely trivial.

Douglas changes the graphic.Douglas changes the graphic.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
(continuing; to us,(continuing; to us,
of Cohn-Bertolli)of Cohn-Bertolli)

Back-stabbing favor-curryingBack-stabbing favor-currying
weaseling little tweedle...weaseling little tweedle...

Douglas changes graphic, exits.Douglas changes graphic, exits.

Graphic: THE QUEST ETERNALGraphic: THE QUEST ETERNAL

Scene: A book store.Scene: A book store.

The Girl is taking inventory of the shelves. Rex FranklinThe Girl is taking inventory of the shelves. Rex Franklin
Enters. He walks past Girl, ostensibly checking the shelvesEnters. He walks past Girl, ostensibly checking the shelves
for something but actually eyeing her speculatively. Hefor something but actually eyeing her speculatively. He
passes her once, does a loop, returns and eyes her again.passes her once, does a loop, returns and eyes her again.



3. 3. 

REXREX
(to Girl)(to Girl)

Excuse me...Excuse me.Excuse me...Excuse me.

GIRLGIRL
Yeah?Yeah?

REXREX
Dictionary of synonyms?Dictionary of synonyms?

GIRLGIRL
Aisle three.Aisle three.

REXREX
I looked there, I couldn't findI looked there, I couldn't find
it. I wonder if you'd be goodit. I wonder if you'd be good
enough to show me.enough to show me.

Girl sighs in annoyance.Girl sighs in annoyance.

GIRLGIRL
Barely suppressed irritation.Barely suppressed irritation.

REXREX
(Smiling)(Smiling)

False sympathy for the under paidFalse sympathy for the under paid
and under appreciated.and under appreciated.

Girl leads him elsewhere. (A large circle ending at sameGirl leads him elsewhere. (A large circle ending at same
bookshelf will do.) He eyes her appreciatively as they go.bookshelf will do.) He eyes her appreciatively as they go.

REXREX
(continuing; to us)(continuing; to us)

I infatuate so easily. It's aI infatuate so easily. It's a
curse. My heart is a hostage tocurse. My heart is a hostage to
beauty.beauty.

REXREX
(continuing; to Girl)(continuing; to Girl)

Ingratiating chit-chat.Ingratiating chit-chat.

GIRLGIRL
Total lack of interest.Total lack of interest.

REXREX
(to us)(to us)

When the light catches the planeWhen the light catches the plane
of the cheekbone at just the rightof the cheekbone at just the right
angle. A turn of the neck. A smileangle. A turn of the neck. A smile
of any kind, shy, incandescent,of any kind, shy, incandescent,
polite, embarrassed...polite, embarrassed...

Girl offers cheekbone, turn of the neck, smile, all justGirl offers cheekbone, turn of the neck, smile, all just
before he mentions them and without seemingly paying anybefore he mentions them and without seemingly paying any
attention to him.attention to him.



4. 4. 

Girl reaches for the product on the shelf.Girl reaches for the product on the shelf.

REXREX
(continuing; to us)(continuing; to us)

A flexing of the calfA flexing of the calf
muscle...that tender spot behindmuscle...that tender spot behind
the knee...so vulnerable.the knee...so vulnerable.

GIRLGIRL
It should be right here.It should be right here.

REXREX
(to us)(to us)

I hid it...A face on a billboard,I hid it...A face on a billboard,
anything. I mooned for months overanything. I mooned for months over
a drawing of a woman on a can ofa drawing of a woman on a can of
pinto beans.pinto beans.

GIRLGIRL
I'll look in the back.I'll look in the back.

Girl exits.Girl exits.

REXREX
I'll look forward to your return.I'll look forward to your return.

(to us)(to us)
Once infatuated it drives meOnce infatuated it drives me
insane, because what if that'sinsane, because what if that's
really HER? What if that's thereally HER? What if that's the
woman who will delight my days andwoman who will delight my days and
enchant my nights and do things toenchant my nights and do things to
my life that will be transcendentmy life that will be transcendent
and profound...Never sure whatand profound...Never sure what
exactly...I have such pangs ofexactly...I have such pangs of
loss that I don't have her--untilloss that I don't have her--until
I can discover something, anythingI can discover something, anything
wrong with her.  If I find a womanwrong with her.  If I find a woman
in all things perfect yet her hipsin all things perfect yet her hips
are too wide does it not followare too wide does it not follow
that somewhere out there is athat somewhere out there is a
woman in all things perfect whosewoman in all things perfect whose
hips are just precisely widehips are just precisely wide
enough to effect my fulfillment?enough to effect my fulfillment?
Virtually any flaw will do.Virtually any flaw will do.

Girl enters, carrying book.Girl enters, carrying book.

GIRLGIRL
Is this what you wanted?Is this what you wanted?

Rex pretends to look for glasses.Rex pretends to look for glasses.

REXREX
I forgot my reading glasses. CouldI forgot my reading glasses. Could
you tell me what this word is?you tell me what this word is?



5. 5. 

Rex opens the book at random and points to a word whileRex opens the book at random and points to a word while
holding book down and far enough away that the Girl is forcedholding book down and far enough away that the Girl is forced
to bend over to read it. Rex studies her at close range whileto bend over to read it. Rex studies her at close range while
pretending to read the page.pretending to read the page.

REXREX
(continuing; to us)(continuing; to us)

No warts, shell-like ears...I'mNo warts, shell-like ears...I'm
lost.lost.

GIRLGIRL
(citing the word)(citing the word)

"Annoyance--nuisance, pest,"Annoyance--nuisance, pest,
bother."bother."

REXREX
I'm glad they keep the oldI'm glad they keep the old
favorites. Thank you so much, it'sfavorites. Thank you so much, it's
so good of you to help me. You'reso good of you to help me. You're
as efficient as you are beautiful.as efficient as you are beautiful.

He smiles.He smiles.

GIRLGIRL
(to Rex)(to Rex)

Pretending pleasure at thePretending pleasure at the
compliment while ignoring thecompliment while ignoring the
implications.implications.

Girl gives him a big, phony smile.Girl gives him a big, phony smile.

GIRLGIRL
(continuing)(continuing)
(to us;of Rex)(to us;of Rex)

Too old, too smarmy, too obvious.Too old, too smarmy, too obvious.

Girl exits.Girl exits.

REXREX
(to us)(to us)

She shows too much gum when sheShe shows too much gum when she
smiles. What a relief.smiles. What a relief.

He shrugs, dismissing her, and puts the book back on theHe shrugs, dismissing her, and puts the book back on the
shelf. Rex changes graphic and exits.shelf. Rex changes graphic and exits.

GRAPHIC: DOMESTIC BLISSGRAPHIC: DOMESTIC BLISS

SCENE: Chez Zweig.SCENE: Chez Zweig.

Douglas is still steaming about Cohn-Bertolli.Douglas is still steaming about Cohn-Bertolli.



6. 6. 

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
(to himself)(to himself)

Back-stabbing favor-curryingBack-stabbing favor-currying
weaseling little tweedle...weaseling little tweedle...
Insolent, zit-pocked, pustulant,Insolent, zit-pocked, pustulant,
teen-aged literary poseur...teen-aged literary poseur...

(to us)(to us)
Snarling, he enters his cave.Snarling, he enters his cave.

A blast of contemporary music.A blast of contemporary music.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
(continuing; yelling(continuing; yelling
off)off)

Turn it down, Howard...Howard!Turn it down, Howard...Howard!
...Howard!!...Howard!!

The music abates.The music abates.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
(continuing)(continuing)

I said turn it down...Because it'sI said turn it down...Because it's
loud and moronic, that'sloud and moronic, that's
why...Bach, that's who's sowhy...Bach, that's who's so
hot...Bach does not sound like ahot...Bach does not sound like a
metronome!metronome!

(to us)(to us)
Sacrilegious ungrateful littleSacrilegious ungrateful little
whelp...Snarling, he enters hiswhelp...Snarling, he enters his
cave.cave.

(to himself)(to himself)
Notes for the novel. ChapterNotes for the novel. Chapter
three. Snarling, he entered histhree. Snarling, he entered his
officeoffice

(seeking the mot(seeking the mot
juste)juste)

...to go to work...to start...to go to work...to start
work...to begin work...to work...work...to begin work...to work...
Like a modern day Grendel, hisLike a modern day Grendel, his
office littered with the bones ofoffice littered with the bones of
dismembered students, the mandismembered students, the man
snarled and set to work...snarled and set to work...
commenced working...began tocommenced working...began to
labor...labor...

(to us)(to us)
This is the writer in his cave,This is the writer in his cave,
the slow sifter of words agonizingthe slow sifter of words agonizing
over a vacuum, inspiring life ontoover a vacuum, inspiring life onto
a blank page and quickening thea blank page and quickening the
dead ciphers of the alphabet withdead ciphers of the alphabet with
the febrile breath of imagination.the febrile breath of imagination.
Like a sorcerer incanting charms,Like a sorcerer incanting charms,
like an alchemist with his vialslike an alchemist with his vials
and alembics...and alembics...



7. 7. 

Enter Lily.Enter Lily.

LILYLILY
Douglas?Douglas?

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
I'm working.I'm working.

LILYLILY
Were you talking to yourself again?Were you talking to yourself again?

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
It's called musing.It's called musing.

LILYLILY
How do I look?How do I look?

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
Beautiful, as always.Beautiful, as always.

LILYLILY
Do you think I've gained weight?Do you think I've gained weight?

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
(to us)(to us)

Trick question. Only one answer.Trick question. Only one answer.

LILYLILY
(to us)(to us)

Taking much too long.Taking much too long.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
No.No.

LILYLILY
Maybe I need to do more sit-ups.Maybe I need to do more sit-ups.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
You do sit ups?You do sit ups?

LILYLILY
Every night, you know that. AndEvery night, you know that. And
leg lifts.leg lifts.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
I've never noticed.I've never noticed.

LILYLILY
What did you think I've been doingWhat did you think I've been doing
flat on my back with my legs inflat on my back with my legs in
the air?the air?

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
I assumed it was a spiritualI assumed it was a spiritual
practice. Didn't want to pry.practice. Didn't want to pry.



8. 8. 

LILYLILY
You're in your hateful mood,You're in your hateful mood,
aren't you? What happened today?aren't you? What happened today?

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
Cohn-Bertolli, the snotty littleCohn-Bertolli, the snotty little
hyphenate.hyphenate.

LILYLILY
I thought you told me he was smart.I thought you told me he was smart.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
Smart as iodine on an open wound.Smart as iodine on an open wound.

LILYLILY
(to us)(to us)

Whatever happened to iodine?Whatever happened to iodine?

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
But no respect for his betters. HeBut no respect for his betters. He
took it upon himself to point outtook it upon himself to point out
that Hemingway is a posturingthat Hemingway is a posturing
bore--it's my job to point thatbore--it's my job to point that
out, not his, and I take anout, not his, and I take an
entire, deferential semester to doentire, deferential semester to do
it. Now this adenoidal lout ruinsit. Now this adenoidal lout ruins
my lesson plan in three sentences.my lesson plan in three sentences.
His idea of literary criticism isHis idea of literary criticism is
thumbs down and a rude noise, likethumbs down and a rude noise, like
a movie review...Is it too late toa movie review...Is it too late to
take a job with you in real estate?take a job with you in real estate?

LILYLILY
You're too honest for that,You're too honest for that,
sweetheart.sweetheart.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
Why do I do this, can you tell me?Why do I do this, can you tell me?
Why do I spend my days trying toWhy do I spend my days trying to
teach literature to a bunch of,teach literature to a bunch of,
oh, let's just call themoh, let's just call them
"students", shall we, and then"students", shall we, and then
come home and try to write novels?come home and try to write novels?
What ails me? I am yoked toWhat ails me? I am yoked to
literature like Prometheus to hisliterature like Prometheus to his
rock. A harmless youthfulrock. A harmless youthful
enthusiasm for Kipling doggerelenthusiasm for Kipling doggerel
and adventure stories, lost boysand adventure stories, lost boys
kidnapped by Indians, Gunga Dinkidnapped by Indians, Gunga Din
saving the day--somehowsaving the day--somehow
transmogrified into a lifetimetransmogrified into a lifetime
defending Virginia Woolf.defending Virginia Woolf.



9. 9. 

LILYLILY
(to us)(to us)

I love it when he speaks inI love it when he speaks in
paragraphs.paragraphs.

(to Douglas)(to Douglas)
You know you love it.You know you love it.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
As a leper loves his bell.As a leper loves his bell.

LILYLILY
Don't forget the Franklins areDon't forget the Franklins are
coming over tonight!coming over tonight!

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
The Franklins! Why not roast me onThe Franklins! Why not roast me on
a skewer? Why are we entertaininga skewer? Why are we entertaining
the Franklins?the Franklins?

LILYLILY
We owe them.We owe them.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
We can't stand them!We can't stand them!

LILYLILY
That has nothing to do with it. WeThat has nothing to do with it. We
have to repay them.have to repay them.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
If we repay them, they'll thinkIf we repay them, they'll think
they owe us.they owe us.

LILYLILY
You like Rex.You like Rex.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
I don't like Rex. I thought youI don't like Rex. I thought you
liked him.liked him.

LILYLILY
Why would I like him?Why would I like him?

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
Do you mean the Franklins haveDo you mean the Franklins have
wormed their way into ourwormed their way into our
affections under false pretenses?affections under false pretenses?

LILYLILY
At least you have something inAt least you have something in
common, you're both literary men.common, you're both literary men.



10. 10. 

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
Rex Franklin is not a literaryRex Franklin is not a literary
man. He is a concocter of bestman. He is a concocter of best
sellers, a boiler of pots.sellers, a boiler of pots.

LILYLILY
His last book was number one onHis last book was number one on
the NY Times list.the NY Times list.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
Despite a rather prolongedDespite a rather prolonged
downturn the American public isdownturn the American public is
not yet such an ass as to make anot yet such an ass as to make a
Rex Franklin assemblage number oneRex Franklin assemblage number one
on the best-seller list...it wason the best-seller list...it was
only number seven. You have toonly number seven. You have to
make a decision. Do you want yourmake a decision. Do you want your
work to be something you're proudwork to be something you're proud
of, or do you want your paperbacksof, or do you want your paperbacks
displayed at the check-out counterdisplayed at the check-out counter
of every supermarket, convenienceof every supermarket, convenience
store and pharmacy in this wholestore and pharmacy in this whole
illiterate nation?illiterate nation?

LILYLILY
I don't think it would hurt anI don't think it would hurt an
author's reputation as a seriousauthor's reputation as a serious
novelist if his book sold anovelist if his book sold a
little...I don't mean you,little...I don't mean you,
personally.personally.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
My latest book did sell a little.My latest book did sell a little.

(to us)(to us)
Damn little. She's having herDamn little. She's having her
revenge for the weight exchange.revenge for the weight exchange.

(to her)(to her)
It just never found its audience.It just never found its audience.

LILYLILY
Who was its audience and whereWho was its audience and where
were they hiding?were they hiding?

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
I like to think Henry James wouldI like to think Henry James would
have enjoyed it.have enjoyed it.

LILYLILY
Does he buy many books?Does he buy many books?



11. 11. 

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
(to us)(to us)

Flushed though we are with regularFlushed though we are with regular
sluicings of marital joy there issluicings of marital joy there is
always a little acid remaining inalways a little acid remaining in
the creases. I don't hold itthe creases. I don't hold it
against her. I know I'm not easy.against her. I know I'm not easy.

LILYLILY
Artistic injustice aside for theArtistic injustice aside for the
moment, the fact is we get alongmoment, the fact is we get along
fine with the Franklins evenfine with the Franklins even
though you don't like them, and wethough you don't like them, and we
all need friends, imperfect thoughall need friends, imperfect though
they may be.they may be.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
Are we back to the Franklins? IAre we back to the Franklins? I
thought I was holding forth on artthought I was holding forth on art
and literature.and literature.

LILYLILY
You were through. At least youYou were through. At least you
agree that Violet is a lovelyagree that Violet is a lovely
woman.woman.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
Lovely? Meaning some feminineLovely? Meaning some feminine
spiritual affinityspiritual affinity
incomprehensible to men--orincomprehensible to men--or
actually good-looking?actually good-looking?

LILYLILY
Don't you think she's attractive?Don't you think she's attractive?

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
I don't think I've noticed.I don't think I've noticed.

LILYLILY
Oh, Douglas, we've known them forOh, Douglas, we've known them for
six years. Are you going to tellsix years. Are you going to tell
me you don't think she hasme you don't think she has
gorgeous eyes?gorgeous eyes?

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
Does she? What color are they?Does she? What color are they?

LILYLILY
Where do you live? How can youWhere do you live? How can you
write and be so unobservant?write and be so unobservant?

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
I see what interests me. What areI see what interests me. What are
they, blue, brown?they, blue, brown?



12. 12. 

LILYLILY
You're narrowing the field.You're narrowing the field.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
I haven't paid any attention.I haven't paid any attention.
She's never said more than threeShe's never said more than three
words in a row to me.words in a row to me.

LILYLILY
We've had the longest talks!We've had the longest talks!

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
Only when you and Rex are in theOnly when you and Rex are in the
room. If we're alone she gets thisroom. If we're alone she gets this
frightened, mousy look and staresfrightened, mousy look and stares
at the floor and mutters somethingat the floor and mutters something
about her children. I don't wantabout her children. I don't want
to terrorize her further so Ito terrorize her further so I
mumble something about Howard andmumble something about Howard and
then we sit in silence until youthen we sit in silence until you
come back.come back.

LILYLILY
Maybe you intimidate her.Maybe you intimidate her.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
Me? Why?Me? Why?

LILYLILY
Sometimes you act so--you know--Sometimes you act so--you know--
intelligent.intelligent.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
Good God, do I? How embarrassingGood God, do I? How embarrassing
for you.for you.

LILYLILY
I know you don't mean it. SheI know you don't mean it. She
likes you.likes you.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
What makes you think that?What makes you think that?

LILYLILY
A woman can always tell.A woman can always tell.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
Then why doesn't she talk to me?Then why doesn't she talk to me?

LILYLILY
Maybe because you always choose aMaybe because you always choose a
topic. People don't want totopic. People don't want to
discuss anything, they just wantdiscuss anything, they just want
to talk. You can be so dense,to talk. You can be so dense,
sometimes.sometimes.



13. 13. 

She kisses him, chastely. He puts a hand on her hip. TheyShe kisses him, chastely. He puts a hand on her hip. They
freeze for a moment in this semi-embrace.freeze for a moment in this semi-embrace.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
(to us)(to us)

Sex?Sex?

LILYLILY
(to us)(to us)

Sex?Sex?

They hold the pose, contemplating the possibility, then breakThey hold the pose, contemplating the possibility, then break
apart.apart.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
(covering)(covering)

I had to tell Howard about hisI had to tell Howard about his
music again.music again.

LILYLILY
You certainly know when he's inYou certainly know when he's in
the house.the house.

Lily walks away from him.Lily walks away from him.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
(to us)(to us)

...She wasn't fooled....She wasn't fooled.

LILYLILY
(to us)(to us)

It's been so long. Even a casualIt's been so long. Even a casual
touch is an embarrassment. Actualtouch is an embarrassment. Actual
sex would seem--impolite...I havesex would seem--impolite...I have
to lose weight.to lose weight.

Lily exits.Lily exits.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
(to us)(to us)

What has happened to my libido? IWhat has happened to my libido? I
love her, she is my support, mylove her, she is my support, my
comfort, my happiness, my solace,comfort, my happiness, my solace,
my wife. I adore every line andmy wife. I adore every line and
wrinkle in her face and I'mwrinkle in her face and I'm
responsible for most of them. Myresponsible for most of them. My
lady wife. I have no greaterlady wife. I have no greater
treasure...why don't I want totreasure...why don't I want to
sleep with her?sleep with her?

Douglas changes the graphic. Douglas exits.Douglas changes the graphic. Douglas exits.

Graphic: FRIENDSGraphic: FRIENDS

Scene: The same.Scene: The same.
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Enter Rex Franklin, his wife Violet, and Lily.Enter Rex Franklin, his wife Violet, and Lily.

REXREX
Wonderful meal, Lily. GeneralWonderful meal, Lily. General
expressions of satiety. Heaps ofexpressions of satiety. Heaps of
fulsome praise for the feast.fulsome praise for the feast.

LILYLILY
Demurrers, pretense of modesty.Demurrers, pretense of modesty.

REXREX
Egregious encomiums for under-Egregious encomiums for under-
cooked fish and over-cooked stringcooked fish and over-cooked string
beans.beans.

LILYLILY
(to us)(to us)

It seemed to go over rather well.It seemed to go over rather well.
(to him)(to him)

I'm so glad you liked it.I'm so glad you liked it.

REXREX
Lily, you are as masterful in theLily, you are as masterful in the
kitchen as you are beautiful inkitchen as you are beautiful in
the...bath. Bathroom.the...bath. Bathroom.

(to us)(to us)
Christ!Christ!

LILYLILY
Pardon me?Pardon me?

VIOLETVIOLET
(to us)(to us)

Oaf.Oaf.

REXREX
...as you are lovely in the living...as you are lovely in the living
room. Pretty in the parlor.room. Pretty in the parlor.
Stunning on the street.Stunning on the street.

LILYLILY
Does he go on like this all theDoes he go on like this all the
time, Violet?time, Violet?

VIOLETVIOLET
(sourly)(sourly)

All the time.All the time.
(to us)(to us)

But not to me...If he talks aboutBut not to me...If he talks about
himself any more tonight, I mayhimself any more tonight, I may
scream.scream.

Enter Douglas.Enter Douglas.
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DOUGLASDOUGLAS
So, Rex, working on anything new?So, Rex, working on anything new?

REXREX
Well, I have the seven bookWell, I have the seven book
contract, you know. Verycontract, you know. Very
lucrative, of course, but a reallucrative, of course, but a real
ball and chain. Still four more toball and chain. Still four more to
go but the last one did so wellgo but the last one did so well
we're going to renegotiate.we're going to renegotiate.

VIOLETVIOLET
(to us; screaming)(to us; screaming)

Arrrrhhhhhhhhhh!!Arrrrhhhhhhhhhh!!

REXREX
It's currently number three in theIt's currently number three in the
Times.Times.

Douglas holds up seven fingers and mouths "Seven!"Douglas holds up seven fingers and mouths "Seven!"

LILYLILY
Is the next one going to be aboutIs the next one going to be about
Nazis, too?Nazis, too?

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
You write about them so often oneYou write about them so often one
suspects a secret fondness for thesuspects a secret fondness for the
Third Reich.Third Reich.

REXREX
Oh, those naughty Nazis. But youOh, those naughty Nazis. But you
got to love the uniforms. And whatgot to love the uniforms. And what
other group can you malign withother group can you malign with
impunity these days?...Of courseimpunity these days?...Of course
I like to think the popularity ofI like to think the popularity of
my books is due to the fact thatmy books is due to the fact that
I write about real people.I write about real people.
Relationships, isn't that whatRelationships, isn't that what
life is really all about?life is really all about?

VIOLETVIOLET
(to us; like a dog)(to us; like a dog)

Howwwwuuuuuhhh!Howwwwuuuuuhhh!

REXREX
But there's a secret to a reallyBut there's a secret to a really
popular book beyond that. Do youpopular book beyond that. Do you
know what it is?know what it is?

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
Very close similarity to everVery close similarity to ever
other really popular book?other really popular book?
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REXREX
It's the first sentence. You'veIt's the first sentence. You've
got the have a really great firstgot the have a really great first
sentence.sentence.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
"It was the best of times, it was"It was the best of times, it was
the worst of times..."the worst of times..."

REXREX
Yeah, what's the rest of that?Yeah, what's the rest of that?

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
I don't remember.I don't remember.

REXREX
That's my point. Now try this.That's my point. Now try this.
"Sgt. Heinrich of the Waffen SS"Sgt. Heinrich of the Waffen SS
cocked his Luger and stuck it incocked his Luger and stuck it in
the suspect's mouth." Now that'sthe suspect's mouth." Now that's
a great first sentence, if I doa great first sentence, if I do
say so myself. Grabs you by thesay so myself. Grabs you by the
gonads, doesn't it?gonads, doesn't it?

LILYLILY
That's how I experienced it.That's how I experienced it.

REXREX
Do you know what makes thatDo you know what makes that
sentence work?sentence work?

VIOLETVIOLET
(barks)(barks)

Arf, arf, arf!Arf, arf, arf!

REXREX
It's the word "Waffen".  It'sIt's the word "Waffen".  It's
attention to the significantattention to the significant
detail, that's what writing is alldetail, that's what writing is all
about.about.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
Do you happen to know a literaryDo you happen to know a literary
critic named Cohn-Bertolli?critic named Cohn-Bertolli?

REXREX
Now your last book...what was itNow your last book...what was it
called?called?

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
"Scapegrace.""Scapegrace."

REXREX
(to us)(to us)

What the hell is that?What the hell is that?
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VIOLETVIOLET
(to us)(to us)

A rogue or scoundrel. I had toA rogue or scoundrel. I had to
look it up.look it up.

REXREX
Catchy.Catchy.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
I wanted to title it "StephenI wanted to title it "Stephen
King's Latest Hit" but theKing's Latest Hit" but the
publisher wouldn't let me.publisher wouldn't let me.

REXREX
How did it do? Pretty well?How did it do? Pretty well?

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
(to us)(to us)

Like all my books, it wasLike all my books, it was
published as a secret document.published as a secret document.

(to him)(to him)
Oh, you know...Oh, you know...

LILYLILY
It sold very well. We were veryIt sold very well. We were very
pleased.pleased.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
(to us)(to us)

I love her.I love her.

REXREX
Delighted to hear it.Delighted to hear it.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
It sold well into the threeIt sold well into the three
figures.figures.

REXREX
(laughs)(laughs)

Ha ha ha!Ha ha ha!
(to us)(to us)

Including remainders.Including remainders.
(to them)(to them)

What's the new one about?What's the new one about?

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
The difficulty of living a moralThe difficulty of living a moral
life in a society without reallife in a society without real
values or morals.values or morals.
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REXREX
Your books are always about that.Your books are always about that.
You're kind of a scold, aren'tYou're kind of a scold, aren't
you, Dougie? Although I must sayyou, Dougie? Although I must say
I admire your...I admire your...

LILYLILY
Who would like an after dinnerWho would like an after dinner
drink?drink?

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
(to us)(to us)

For pity's sake, don't keep themFor pity's sake, don't keep them
here any longer!here any longer!

REXREX
Splendid idea. I'll help you.Splendid idea. I'll help you.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
(to us)(to us)

And don't leave me alone with her!And don't leave me alone with her!

Lily exits, followed by Rex. Douglas and Violet are leftLily exits, followed by Rex. Douglas and Violet are left
alone. They look at each other very quickly. Violetalone. They look at each other very quickly. Violet
immediately looks at the floor.immediately looks at the floor.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
(continuing; to us)(continuing; to us)

I'd sooner have a weight attachedI'd sooner have a weight attached
to my scrotum.to my scrotum.

(to Violet)(to Violet)
So, how are the kids?So, how are the kids?

VIOLETVIOLET
(to us)(to us)

He always wants to talk about ourHe always wants to talk about our
children.  Being a good father ischildren.  Being a good father is
a very appealing quality in a man.a very appealing quality in a man.

(to Douglas)(to Douglas)
I loved your last book.I loved your last book.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
(pause; to us)(pause; to us)

Hark!Hark!
(to her)(to her)

Really? I didn't know you'd evenReally? I didn't know you'd even
read it.read it.

VIOLETVIOLET
I've read all your books. SeveralI've read all your books. Several
times. I love them. I think you'retimes. I love them. I think you're
the best unrecognized seriousthe best unrecognized serious
novelist in the country.novelist in the country.
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DOUGLASDOUGLAS
(to us)(to us)

Except for the "unrecognized"Except for the "unrecognized"
bit...bit...

VIOLETVIOLET
You treat morality as if it is aYou treat morality as if it is a
vital part of our lives, you'revital part of our lives, you're
not afraid of big ideas, yournot afraid of big ideas, your
style is both lambent andstyle is both lambent and
explosive...explosive...

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
(to us)(to us)

More more!...just to clarify.More more!...just to clarify.
(to her)(to her)

I'm very glad you think so.I'm very glad you think so.

VIOLETVIOLET
Your characters are real humanYour characters are real human
beings with elaborate thoughtbeings with elaborate thought
processes and complicated butprocesses and complicated but
honest emotional responses...Nohonest emotional responses...No
wonder you don't sell well.wonder you don't sell well.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
(to us)(to us)

Right now I'll forgive herRight now I'll forgive her
anything.anything.

VIOLETVIOLET
I think you're great.I think you're great.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
(to us)(to us)

Her eyes are blue.Her eyes are blue.
(to her)(to her)

Thank you, Violet. How nice.Thank you, Violet. How nice.

VIOLETVIOLET
I mean it. I think you'reI mean it. I think you're
absolutely wonderful.absolutely wonderful.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
(to us)(to us)

This woman is underrated.This woman is underrated.

VIOLETVIOLET
(to us)(to us)

He has always been very kind toHe has always been very kind to
me. The older you get the more youme. The older you get the more you
appreciate kindness.appreciate kindness.

Lily and Rex enter. Lily changes the graphic.Lily and Rex enter. Lily changes the graphic.
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Graphic: THE "LONNNGGG GOODBYE."Graphic: THE "LONNNGGG GOODBYE."

Scene: The same.Scene: The same.

All four are trying with little success to hide expressionsAll four are trying with little success to hide expressions
of boredom.of boredom.

VIOLETVIOLET
(continuing)(continuing)

Lily, that was such a deliciousLily, that was such a delicious
desert.desert.

REXREX
(agreeing)(agreeing)

Oh!Oh!

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
Um!Um!

VIOLETVIOLET
You must give me the recipe.You must give me the recipe.

(to us)(to us)
She makes it every time.She makes it every time.

Pause, pause, pause. No one has anything to say.Pause, pause, pause. No one has anything to say.

REXREX
Encroaching deer population...Encroaching deer population...
Lyme disease...Nile virus...Plague.Lyme disease...Nile virus...Plague.

LILYLILY
Expressions of concerned agreement.Expressions of concerned agreement.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
Ditto.Ditto.

VIOLETVIOLET
(to us)(to us)

If I hold my breath long enough heIf I hold my breath long enough he
will have a heart attack and die.will have a heart attack and die.
Starting now.Starting now.

Violet holds her breath. Pause, pause, pause.Violet holds her breath. Pause, pause, pause.

LILYLILY
Our President is a half wit.Our President is a half wit.

REXREX
You're too generous by a quarter.You're too generous by a quarter.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
(to us; despairingly)(to us; despairingly)

They've eaten a free meal, it'sThey've eaten a free meal, it's
nine o'clock, why won't they go?nine o'clock, why won't they go?
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Pause, pause, pause.Pause, pause, pause.

LILYLILY
(to us)(to us)

I overcooked the green beans.I overcooked the green beans.

REXREX
(To us)(To us)

I think I could have Lily. I thinkI think I could have Lily. I think
she's available.she's available.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
(to us)(to us)

Chapter three. Baring his teeth inChapter three. Baring his teeth in
a Waffen snarl, the writer entereda Waffen snarl, the writer entered
his blood soaked cave...his blood soaked cave...

Violet is struggling with her breath holding.Violet is struggling with her breath holding.

LILYLILY
(to us)(to us)

Tedium.Tedium.

REXREX
(to us)(to us)

Boredom.Boredom.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
(to us)(to us)

They'll never leave!They'll never leave!

Violet is all but clawing the furniture in an effort to holdViolet is all but clawing the furniture in an effort to hold
onto her breath.onto her breath.

LILYLILY
Violet, are you all right?Violet, are you all right?

VIOLETVIOLET
(gasping)(gasping)

Fine.Fine.

REXREX
She does that quite a bit theseShe does that quite a bit these
days. Just stops talking for thedays. Just stops talking for the
longest time. People will thinklongest time. People will think
you're crazy, Violet.you're crazy, Violet.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
She seems to me a woman of veryShe seems to me a woman of very
sound judgment, actually.sound judgment, actually.

VIOLETVIOLET
(to us)(to us)

If I do five hundred KegelIf I do five hundred Kegel
exercises, starting now.exercises, starting now.
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(N.B. Violet's Kegel exercises should actually lift her off(N.B. Violet's Kegel exercises should actually lift her off
her seat in a way that the audience can see it.)her seat in a way that the audience can see it.)

LILYLILY
Concern over college admissions.Concern over college admissions.

REXREX
Sympathy.Sympathy.

VIOLETVIOLET
(While kegeling)(While kegeling)

Encouragement.Encouragement.

LILYLILY
Discouragement about SAT scores.Discouragement about SAT scores.

VIOLETVIOLET
Sympathy.Sympathy.

REXREX
Encouragement.Encouragement.

LILYLILY
But he's really very smart.But he's really very smart.

VIOLETVIOLET
(Still kegeling)(Still kegeling)

Supportive tales of other friends'Supportive tales of other friends'
stupid children.stupid children.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
(to us)(to us)

Upon entering his cave, theUpon entering his cave, the
snarling writer put the Luger insnarling writer put the Luger in
his own mouth...his own mouth...

REXREX
My, look at the time.My, look at the time.

No one looks at the time, but all quickly agree.No one looks at the time, but all quickly agree.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
As late as that?!As late as that?!

LILYLILY
The time just flew.The time just flew.

REXREX
Have to get up in the morningHave to get up in the morning
because of some lame excuse.because of some lame excuse.

LILYLILY
Gratitude and understanding.Gratitude and understanding.
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DOUGLASDOUGLAS
Sympathy, encouragement.Sympathy, encouragement.

VIOLETVIOLET
(to us)(to us)

Fifty seven, fifty eight...Fifty seven, fifty eight...

All rise. Rex and Violet approach the exit, turn to sayAll rise. Rex and Violet approach the exit, turn to say
goodbye, and all four suddenly gush and fawn with angoodbye, and all four suddenly gush and fawn with an
enthusiasm they haven't shown all night. Tedium andenthusiasm they haven't shown all night. Tedium and
discomfort are swept away with relief that the evening isdiscomfort are swept away with relief that the evening is
over and replaced by immense conviviality that is almostover and replaced by immense conviviality that is almost
sincere. They speak simultaneously in a headlong burst.sincere. They speak simultaneously in a headlong burst.

VIOLET                        LILYVIOLET                        LILY
It was so nice of you to      We're so glad you couldIt was so nice of you to      We're so glad you could
have us over. It has been     come, it's been too long,have us over. It has been     come, it's been too long,
too long, we must do this     we must do it again soon,too long, we must do this     we must do it again soon,
again soon, you have to       oh, it's very simpleagain soon, you have to       oh, it's very simple
give me that recipe, I mean   really, just cream and eggsgive me that recipe, I mean   really, just cream and eggs
it, and I just love what      and sugar and gelatin and,it, and I just love what      and sugar and gelatin and,
you've done with the living   exercise sounds wonderfulyou've done with the living   exercise sounds wonderful
room, let's get together,     I've gained some weight Iroom, let's get together,     I've gained some weight I
we could go to exercise       know it...we could go to exercise       know it...
class....class....

REXREX
(simultaneously; to(simultaneously; to
Douglas)Douglas)

So this guy and this girlSo this guy and this girl
go horseback riding andgo horseback riding and
they come to the woods andthey come to the woods and
get off the horses andget off the horses and
they're lying on athey're lying on a
blanket... Rex's voiceblanket... Rex's voice
rises over the others.rises over the others.

REXREX
and the male horse mounts theand the male horse mounts the
female horse and starts going atfemale horse and starts going at
it, ka-thoom, ka-thoom, ka-thoom...it, ka-thoom, ka-thoom, ka-thoom...

The women stop and regard Rex who is demonstrating a pistonThe women stop and regard Rex who is demonstrating a piston
motion to go along with the sound effects.motion to go along with the sound effects.

VIOLETVIOLET
(to us)(to us)

I should kick him.I should kick him.

REXREX
...and the guy looks at the girl...and the guy looks at the girl
and says "now that's what I wantand says "now that's what I want
to do." And the girl says, "goto do." And the girl says, "go
ahead, it's your horse."ahead, it's your horse."
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DOUGLASDOUGLAS
Embarrassed laughterEmbarrassed laughter

LILYLILY
Ditto.Ditto.

REXREX
Joy unconfined!Joy unconfined!

Violet draws one foot back as if to administer a kick.Violet draws one foot back as if to administer a kick.

REXREX
(continuing)(continuing)

You're standing funny, Violet.You're standing funny, Violet.
What's that about?What's that about?

Violet adjusts her stance so it seems to be something otherViolet adjusts her stance so it seems to be something other
than preparation for a kick.than preparation for a kick.

VIOLETVIOLET
Cramp.Cramp.

REXREX
So, listen, let's get togetherSo, listen, let's get together
again real soon.again real soon.

ALLALL
Yes, oh yes, yes, yes, yes, yes,Yes, oh yes, yes, yes, yes, yes,
YES!YES!

Rex and Douglas shake hands, the women embrace. Then VioletRex and Douglas shake hands, the women embrace. Then Violet
embraces Douglas, shyly. Rex engulfs Lily in a hug.embraces Douglas, shyly. Rex engulfs Lily in a hug.

REXREX
I can't let go. What is this? HerI can't let go. What is this? Her
attraction is too powerful.attraction is too powerful.
Release me, Lily, release me.Release me, Lily, release me.

VIOLETVIOLET
Let her go, Rex. You'reLet her go, Rex. You're
embarrassing everyone.embarrassing everyone.

REXREX
It's no use, I'm stuck on her.It's no use, I'm stuck on her.

VIOLETVIOLET
(to Douglas)(to Douglas)

Get the hose.Get the hose.
(to Lily)(to Lily)

Don't worry, Lily, it never lasts.Don't worry, Lily, it never lasts.

REXREX
Guess you'll just have to let meGuess you'll just have to let me
keep her, Dougie.keep her, Dougie.
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Rex walks around, holding onto Lily as if they're stuck.Rex walks around, holding onto Lily as if they're stuck.

VIOLETVIOLET
(sternly)(sternly)

Rex!Rex!

Violet gives his ear a violent twist.Violet gives his ear a violent twist.

REXREX
Ow! What's that about?Ow! What's that about?

But he releases Lily. Violet exits.But he releases Lily. Violet exits.

REXREX
(continuing; to Doug)(continuing; to Doug)

All in jest.All in jest.
(to Lily,(to Lily,
confidentially)confidentially)

Wink, wink.Wink, wink.

Rex changes the graphic and finally exits.Rex changes the graphic and finally exits.

Graphic: THE POSTMORTEMGraphic: THE POSTMORTEM

Scene: The bedroomScene: The bedroom

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
A night without end!A night without end!

LILYLILY
I think we're the only normalI think we're the only normal
couple we know. Is that possible?couple we know. Is that possible?

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
If by normal you mean one in aIf by normal you mean one in a
thousand, you're absolutely right.thousand, you're absolutely right.

LILYLILY
We are lucky, aren't we?We are lucky, aren't we?

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
(to us)(to us)

This sense of us against ourThis sense of us against our
friends may be the best part offriends may be the best part of
marriage...safely cocooned in ourmarriage...safely cocooned in our
mutual embrace we lie just amutual embrace we lie just a
comfortable inch or two the wrongcomfortable inch or two the wrong
side of smug. You can build aside of smug. You can build a
great wall without mortar, thegreat wall without mortar, the
Incas did, but how securelyIncas did, but how securely
conspiracy serves as cement.conspiracy serves as cement.

(to her)(to her)
What was going on with you and Rex?What was going on with you and Rex?
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LILYLILY
He was only flirting.He was only flirting.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
I wonder why he hasn't been shot.I wonder why he hasn't been shot.

LILYLILY
Because you can't take himBecause you can't take him
seriously. He's like a boisterousseriously. He's like a boisterous
St. Bernard puppy. That's not theSt. Bernard puppy. That's not the
kind of flirting to worry about.kind of flirting to worry about.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
Short of looting and pillage, whatShort of looting and pillage, what
else could he do?else could he do?

LILYLILY
It's not what you do, it's theIt's not what you do, it's the
attitude. A woman can tell when aattitude. A woman can tell when a
man is flirting seriously just byman is flirting seriously just by
the look in his eye.the look in his eye.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
I can't.I can't.

LILYLILY
You are so naive about that kindYou are so naive about that kind
of thing. You're probably beingof thing. You're probably being
flirted with all the time andflirted with all the time and
don't even notice.don't even notice.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
I wouldn't know what to look for.I wouldn't know what to look for.

LILYLILY
I know, bless your heart. It'sI know, bless your heart. It's
nothing to worry about, it's justnothing to worry about, it's just
a little game some people play toa little game some people play to
make themselves feel attractive.make themselves feel attractive.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
I don't like the idea of someoneI don't like the idea of someone
playing games with my wife for anyplaying games with my wife for any
reason.reason.

LILYLILY
Oh, don't be so disapproving. YouOh, don't be so disapproving. You
just don't understand it becausejust don't understand it because
you're never tempted to do it butyou're never tempted to do it but
you get no credit for that, it'syou get no credit for that, it's
like praising a eunuch forlike praising a eunuch for
chastity.chastity.
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DOUGLASDOUGLAS
(to us)(to us)

Neutered for a simile.Neutered for a simile.

LILYLILY
Flirtation is just a harmlessFlirtation is just a harmless
little gavotte, done in secondslittle gavotte, done in seconds
with a smile and an innuendo. Nowith a smile and an innuendo. No
one is hurt by it. No one expectsone is hurt by it. No one expects
to be taken too seriously. Look,to be taken too seriously. Look,
level one. Serious eye contact.level one. Serious eye contact.

She looks at him intensely.She looks at him intensely.

LILYLILY
(continuing)(continuing)

Level two.Level two.

She touches his arm.She touches his arm.

LILYLILY
(continuing)(continuing)

Note the touch..."Oh, could youNote the touch..."Oh, could you
help me lick this stamp? I canhelp me lick this stamp? I can
never seem to do it right."...never seem to do it right."...
Still retractable if he doesn'tStill retractable if he doesn't
respond...Level three. "Oh, yourespond...Level three. "Oh, you
have an eyelash."have an eyelash."

Lily touches his face to remove the eyelash.Lily touches his face to remove the eyelash.

LILYLILY
(continuing)(continuing)

Of course if he doesn't respond toOf course if he doesn't respond to
level one and two, you don't go tolevel one and two, you don't go to
level three. Both of you have tolevel three. Both of you have to
be playing the game.be playing the game.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
Level four?Level four?

LILYLILY
I don't know, I've never gone pastI don't know, I've never gone past
three.three.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
So, how do men flirt?So, how do men flirt?

LILYLILY
Men get awkward, do somethingMen get awkward, do something
stupid, show off. They're not realstupid, show off. They're not real
subtle.subtle.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
Anything else?Anything else?
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LILYLILY
They put aside their self-They put aside their self-
absorption for a moment andabsorption for a moment and
actually pay attention to you.actually pay attention to you.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
That's it?That's it?

LILYLILY
It comes as a shock to know we'reIt comes as a shock to know we're
being listened to. We notice. Butbeing listened to. We notice. But
if they really want to get to us,if they really want to get to us,
they make us laugh.they make us laugh.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
Ka-thoom, ka-thoom. Go ahead, it'sKa-thoom, ka-thoom. Go ahead, it's
your horse.your horse.

LILYLILY
He just makes himself laugh...He just makes himself laugh...
Flirting is mostly meaningless.Flirting is mostly meaningless.
But I'm glad you care...Do youBut I'm glad you care...Do you
really think someone could stillreally think someone could still
be attracted to me?be attracted to me?

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
I'm still attracted to you.I'm still attracted to you.

LILYLILY
I mean a man.I mean a man.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
Husband as castrato.Husband as castrato.

LILYLILY
You know what I mean.You know what I mean.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
You mean could another man look atYou mean could another man look at
the external package of naturalthe external package of natural
beauty and cosmetic enhancement,beauty and cosmetic enhancement,
the flawless features, the tautthe flawless features, the taut
skin, the still sagless parts,skin, the still sagless parts,
could he inhale the heady mix ofcould he inhale the heady mix of
floral essence and musk of civetfloral essence and musk of civet
cat with which you mask your own,cat with which you mask your own,
more beguiling odors, could hemore beguiling odors, could he
hear the gentle bell-like tones ofhear the gentle bell-like tones of
your tinkling laughter, watch theyour tinkling laughter, watch the
glitter of your teeth, the flashglitter of your teeth, the flash
of your almond eyes, could he takeof your almond eyes, could he take
in all of this and still not bein all of this and still not be
attracted to you? Is that what youattracted to you? Is that what you
mean?mean?
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LILYLILY
Precisely.Precisely.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
Only if he were made of stone.Only if he were made of stone.

LILYLILY
You're a sweet man, Douglas.You're a sweet man, Douglas.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
(to us)(to us)

I may know nothing about theI may know nothing about the
gavotte of flirtation, but I dogavotte of flirtation, but I do
understand the cakewalk ofunderstand the cakewalk of
marriage. Whoever said "honesty ismarriage. Whoever said "honesty is
the best policy" must have been athe best policy" must have been a
bachelor.bachelor.

Lily gives him a kiss of gratitude. They freeze.Lily gives him a kiss of gratitude. They freeze.

LILYLILY
(to us)(to us)

Sex?Sex?

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
(to us)(to us)

Sex?Sex?

They nuzzle a bit.They nuzzle a bit.

LILYLILY
(to us)(to us)

Rex is not without charm in hisRex is not without charm in his
stag-in-rut sort of way.stag-in-rut sort of way.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
(to us)(to us)

When Violet said I was absolutelyWhen Violet said I was absolutely
wonderful, did she mean just as awonderful, did she mean just as a
writer?writer?

LILYLILY
(to us)(to us)

Sex?Sex?

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
(to us)(to us)

Sex?Sex?

BOTHBOTH
(pause)(pause)

Yes.Yes.
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They embrace and make love in a stylized way. Like badThey embrace and make love in a stylized way. Like bad
sidewalk-mimes in slow motion, they merely suggest touchingsidewalk-mimes in slow motion, they merely suggest touching
each other, etc. Alternatively, the actors can remain stilleach other, etc. Alternatively, the actors can remain still
and the changes can be indicated by lighting. In either case,and the changes can be indicated by lighting. In either case,
specific and graphic gestures should not be used.specific and graphic gestures should not be used.

LILYLILY
(to us)(to us)

It's been so long. A littleIt's been so long. A little
tentative to begin with.tentative to begin with.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
(to us)(to us)

One has permission, still, no wishOne has permission, still, no wish
to take undue license.to take undue license.

LILYLILY
(to us)(to us)

Ah. That feels familiar.Ah. That feels familiar.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
(to us)(to us)

It comes back to me now. A certainIt comes back to me now. A certain
ritualized behavior. A wellritualized behavior. A well
practiced protocol.practiced protocol.

LILYLILY
(to us)(to us)

More like baking than cooking. AMore like baking than cooking. A
specific amount here, a precisespecific amount here, a precise
amount there.amount there.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
(to us)(to us)

Like opening a safe. Twist a knob,Like opening a safe. Twist a knob,
press a button, insert key inpress a button, insert key in
lock..."Absolutely wonderful?"lock..."Absolutely wonderful?"
What did Violet mean exactly?What did Violet mean exactly?

LILYLILY
(to us)(to us)

Rex's boisterous puppy dog act hasRex's boisterous puppy dog act has
an appeal in its overzealousan appeal in its overzealous
canine way.canine way.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
(to us)(to us)

Listening for the clicks as theListening for the clicks as the
tumblers fall into place.tumblers fall into place.

LILYLILY
(to us)(to us)

Nothing wrong with vanilla.Nothing wrong with vanilla.
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DOUGLASDOUGLAS
Patience... Do unto others as youPatience... Do unto others as you
would have them do unto you.would have them do unto you.

LILYLILY
Gone to all this trouble, might asGone to all this trouble, might as
well...well...

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
(to us)(to us)

And so...And so...

LILYLILY
It's so-oh-oh-OH! eeeeasy when youIt's so-oh-oh-OH! eeeeasy when you
trust him.trust him.

The miming ends.The miming ends.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
(to us)(to us)

Success. Rush of masculine pride.Success. Rush of masculine pride.
Virility reconfirmed...Felt good,Virility reconfirmed...Felt good,
too.too.

(to Lily)(to Lily)
Exclamations of delight. MutualExclamations of delight. Mutual
congratulations on our carnalcongratulations on our carnal
excellence. Vow of eternal love.excellence. Vow of eternal love.
Promise of more frequent sexualPromise of more frequent sexual
relations in the future.relations in the future.

LILYLILY
Ditto.Ditto.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
(to us)(to us)

I really mean it...Every time.I really mean it...Every time.

LILYLILY
(to us)(to us)

I know he means well.I know he means well.

BOTHBOTH
(to us)(to us)

This is love.This is love.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
(to us)(to us)

Or is it just marriage?Or is it just marriage?

Rex enters, changes graphic. Douglas and Lily exit.Rex enters, changes graphic. Douglas and Lily exit.

Graphic: THE RAKE'S PROGRESSGraphic: THE RAKE'S PROGRESS

Scene: A book store.Scene: A book store.
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Enter the Girl, wearing glasses, book in hand, perusingEnter the Girl, wearing glasses, book in hand, perusing
bookshelves. She is a customer this time, not the employee.bookshelves. She is a customer this time, not the employee.
Rex does a reconnoiter, passing her, doing a loop andRex does a reconnoiter, passing her, doing a loop and
returning.returning.

REXREX
(to us)(to us)

When I can't find anything wrongWhen I can't find anything wrong
with her, it drives me mad withwith her, it drives me mad with
longing. All of me, All of melonging. All of me, All of me
demands that I have her or lose mydemands that I have her or lose my
last chance for salvation. And yetlast chance for salvation. And yet
I require so littleI require so little
disillusionment to calm my heart;disillusionment to calm my heart;
gum chewing, nail-biting, fakegum chewing, nail-biting, fake
nails, nose piercing, tattoos, badnails, nose piercing, tattoos, bad
breath, bad attitude.breath, bad attitude.

Girl reaches above her for a book.Girl reaches above her for a book.

REXREX
(continuing)(continuing)

...and so little to excite it. A...and so little to excite it. A
well-muscled bicep and I'm weak inwell-muscled bicep and I'm weak in
the knees. What do I imagine thatthe knees. What do I imagine that
bicep ever doing with, to, or forbicep ever doing with, to, or for
me? I don't know, I can't think ofme? I don't know, I can't think of
anything, perverse or innocent,anything, perverse or innocent,
and yet, right now, I'd riskand yet, right now, I'd risk
anything for it.anything for it.

(to Girl)(to Girl)
This is a great book.This is a great book.

Girl looks at it doubtfully, then recognizes his picture.Girl looks at it doubtfully, then recognizes his picture.

GIRLGIRL
That's your picture!That's your picture!

REXREX
You have me.You have me.

GIRLGIRL
Instant, generic attraction toInstant, generic attraction to
celebrity.celebrity.

REXREX
Yes, I know.Yes, I know.

GIRLGIRL
Coupled with a particular bentCoupled with a particular bent
towards literary figures, thetowards literary figures, the
result of a sickly, bed-riddenresult of a sickly, bed-ridden
childhood. I can't believe it'schildhood. I can't believe it's
really you.really you.
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REXREX
In the flesh.In the flesh.

GIRLGIRL
What a coincidence!What a coincidence!

REXREX
Imagine.Imagine.

GIRLGIRL
Would you, I mean, could youWould you, I mean, could you
autograph it for me?autograph it for me?

She removes her glasses.She removes her glasses.

REXREX
(to us)(to us)

Signs...Signs...

GIRLGIRL
To Cindi, with an i.To Cindi, with an i.

She primps with her hair.She primps with her hair.

REXREX
(to us)(to us)

...and signifiers....and signifiers.

He autographs. She reads it, touches his arm.He autographs. She reads it, touches his arm.

GIRLGIRL
Oh, that's so sweet.Oh, that's so sweet.

REXREX
(to her)(to her)

Pretty, pretty, pretty, pretty,Pretty, pretty, pretty, pretty,
pretty, pretty, pretty.pretty, pretty, pretty.

(to us)(to us)
They like that.They like that.

GIRLGIRL
No, really...No, really...

REXREX
Lovely, fair/beyond compare/fullLovely, fair/beyond compare/full
of beauty/you're a cutie.of beauty/you're a cutie.

(to us)(to us)
They can be plain as a post andThey can be plain as a post and
still believe it.still believe it.

(to Girl)(to Girl)
Some flatulent book talk as aSome flatulent book talk as a
reminder of status.reminder of status.
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GIRLGIRL
Not fooled for a second butNot fooled for a second but
willing to make an exception towilling to make an exception to
good judgment given the attractiongood judgment given the attraction
to fame and power.to fame and power.

REXREX
Good enough for me.Good enough for me.

Enter Douglas and Lily. They see Rex, watch him work hisEnter Douglas and Lily. They see Rex, watch him work his
magic. He does not see them. Rex exits, his arm around Girl.magic. He does not see them. Rex exits, his arm around Girl.

Douglas and Lily watch them go.Douglas and Lily watch them go.

LILYLILY
It certainly does look like it.It certainly does look like it.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
The effrontery of the man!The effrontery of the man!

LILYLILY
Do people still have effrontery?Do people still have effrontery?

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
Aren't you shocked?Aren't you shocked?

LILYLILY
Not really.Not really.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
How many mistresses does he needHow many mistresses does he need
before you get offended?before you get offended?

LILYLILY
I don't need to get offended,I don't need to get offended,
darling. You do that for both ofdarling. You do that for both of
us. I love that about you.us. I love that about you.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
We should tell Violet.We should tell Violet.

LILYLILY
Absolutely not.Absolutely not.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
How can you be so blase?How can you be so blase?

LILYLILY
In the first place, it's none ofIn the first place, it's none of
our business. In the second, sheour business. In the second, she
probably wouldn't appreciate it.probably wouldn't appreciate it.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
Wouldn't you want to know?Wouldn't you want to know?
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LILYLILY
Douglas, nobody wants to know. IfDouglas, nobody wants to know. If
you don't know, you don't have toyou don't know, you don't have to
do anything, you don't have todo anything, you don't have to
make any decisions. This is a timemake any decisions. This is a time
for blissful ignorance. Besides,for blissful ignorance. Besides,
what makes you think she doesn'twhat makes you think she doesn't
know already?know already?

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
She knows he's having an affair?She knows he's having an affair?

LILYLILY
Probably. Women usually do.Probably. Women usually do.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
Why does she put up with it?Why does she put up with it?

LILYLILY
He's rich, he's famous, whichHe's rich, he's famous, which
means she is too, sort of. Hemeans she is too, sort of. He
doesn't abuse her, he's the fatherdoesn't abuse her, he's the father
of her children, they have a lifeof her children, they have a life
she's used to, she's no longershe's used to, she's no longer
twenty-three, she has obviouslytwenty-three, she has obviously
developed a high tolerance for Rexdeveloped a high tolerance for Rex
if she can put up with him at all--if she can put up with him at all--
and maybe his affairs takeand maybe his affairs take
pressure off of her...There are atpressure off of her...There are at
least as many reasons to put upleast as many reasons to put up
with him as toss him out.with him as toss him out.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
How can she take him into her bedHow can she take him into her bed
knowing he's been with anotherknowing he's been with another
woman?woman?

LILYLILY
Oh, they haven't been sleepingOh, they haven't been sleeping
together for several years.together for several years.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
How do you know that?How do you know that?

LILYLILY
Violet told me. Frankly, I thinkViolet told me. Frankly, I think
she's a bit relieved. Rex isshe's a bit relieved. Rex is
apparently not the world'sapparently not the world's
greatest lover.greatest lover.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
Just the most active.Just the most active.
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LILYLILY
And his tastes are not quite asAnd his tastes are not quite as
straightforward as you might think.straightforward as you might think.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
The things one woman will confideThe things one woman will confide
to another. A husband stands nakedto another. A husband stands naked
before the world of wives. Do youbefore the world of wives. Do you
tell her personal things about me?tell her personal things about me?

LILYLILY
No!No!

(to us)(to us)
Of course. Intimacy is theOf course. Intimacy is the
currency of women's conversation.currency of women's conversation.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
The idea of discussing your sexThe idea of discussing your sex
life as if it were thelife as if it were the
President's...What does he do?President's...What does he do?

LILYLILY
Do I have your interest?Do I have your interest?

She starts off, he follows.She starts off, he follows.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
Come on, Lily, don't leave meCome on, Lily, don't leave me
hanging, what does he do?hanging, what does he do?

Douglas changes the graphic, they exit.Douglas changes the graphic, they exit.

Graphic: CONQUESTGraphic: CONQUEST

Scene: The Girl's bedroomScene: The Girl's bedroom

Enter Rex and Girl.Enter Rex and Girl.

REXREX
(to us)(to us)

This one is not my heart's ease.This one is not my heart's ease.
Just an opportunity.Just an opportunity.

GIRLGIRL
My roommate, husband, mother,My roommate, husband, mother,
child won't be home for a longchild won't be home for a long
time.time.

REXREX
Oh, baby, baby, baby...Oh, baby, baby, baby...

They assume an embrace of sorts. The sex in this sequence isThey assume an embrace of sorts. The sex in this sequence is
also mimed, but in a less formalized, more improvisationalalso mimed, but in a less formalized, more improvisational
way.way.
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GIRLGIRL
(to us)(to us)

What am I doing?What am I doing?

REXREX
Oh, baby, baby, baby...Oh, baby, baby, baby...

Rex puts his hand over her breast in an exaggerated way, hisRex puts his hand over her breast in an exaggerated way, his
hand actually at least a foot away from contact.hand actually at least a foot away from contact.

GIRLGIRL
(to us)(to us)

Why am I doing this?Why am I doing this?

REXREX
Oh, baby, baby, baby...Oh, baby, baby, baby...

Rex puts his other hand on her ass, in the same elaborate way.Rex puts his other hand on her ass, in the same elaborate way.

GIRLGIRL
(to us)(to us)

What is he doing?What is he doing?

REXREX
(to us)(to us)

The first time is never any good.The first time is never any good.
They do so many things wrong.They do so many things wrong.

(to Girl)(to Girl)
Oh, baby, baby, baby...Oh, baby, baby, baby...

REXREX
(continuing; to us)(continuing; to us)

Too much tongue there, too muchToo much tongue there, too much
movement there, oh, way too hardmovement there, oh, way too hard
there...there...

GIRLGIRL
(to us)(to us)

Ouch, slow down, not there, notOuch, slow down, not there, not
that, not now, not that way...that, not now, not that way...

REXREX
Oh, baby, baby, baby!Oh, baby, baby, baby!

GIRLGIRL
(to us)(to us)

He needs me so much. It would beHe needs me so much. It would be
churlish to refuse.churlish to refuse.

(to Rex)(to Rex)
Oh, you great big man!Oh, you great big man!
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REXREX
(to us)(to us)

I love it when they call out, evenI love it when they call out, even
if it's not my name. A womanif it's not my name. A woman
called me Myrtle once, turned outcalled me Myrtle once, turned out
it was her pet iguana. I didn'tit was her pet iguana. I didn't
mind...I was confused, but Imind...I was confused, but I
didn't mind. Oh, give me adidn't mind. Oh, give me a
screamer every time.screamer every time.

GIRLGIRL
(to us)(to us)

Will this never end?Will this never end?
(to Rex)(to Rex)

Oh, Mr. Franklin!Oh, Mr. Franklin!

REXREX
(to us)(to us)

Okay, doing the multiplicationOkay, doing the multiplication
tables now...State Capitals...tables now...State Capitals...
Counting backwards from 100...Counting backwards from 100...
Sgt. Heinrich of the Waffen SSSgt. Heinrich of the Waffen SS
stuck the Luger in the suspect'sstuck the Luger in the suspect's
mouth...Come on, Secretariat!!mouth...Come on, Secretariat!!

GIRLGIRL
Whee!!Whee!!

His head droops, the embrace ends. She straightens herHis head droops, the embrace ends. She straightens her
clothes.clothes.

REXREX
(to us)(to us)

Instant, overwhelming distaste forInstant, overwhelming distaste for
any further involvement. Flee withany further involvement. Flee with
leave-your-leg-in-the-trapleave-your-leg-in-the-trap
desperation.desperation.

(to Girl)(to Girl)
Wonderful, great, good for you?,Wonderful, great, good for you?,
got to go, call you soon.got to go, call you soon.

GIRLGIRL
(to us)(to us)

Well, what can you expect from aWell, what can you expect from a
trophy fuck? I can't wait to telltrophy fuck? I can't wait to tell
the girls.the girls.

Girl exits.Girl exits.

Graphic: ELEMENTARY, MY DEAR WATSONGraphic: ELEMENTARY, MY DEAR WATSON

REXREX
I regret the choice of woman, butI regret the choice of woman, but
not the accomplishment.not the accomplishment.

(more)(more)
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REX (cont'd)REX (cont'd)
Afterwards, alone, I revel in theAfterwards, alone, I revel in the
sheer roguery of it. What asheer roguery of it. What a
charming rascal I must be, smokingcharming rascal I must be, smoking
behind the corn crib, fooling thebehind the corn crib, fooling the
teacher, cheating the IRS.  Donteacher, cheating the IRS.  Don
Juan is a villain only at theJuan is a villain only at the
opera. Lonely nights, empty times,opera. Lonely nights, empty times,
cruel reviews--I can comfortcruel reviews--I can comfort
myself with the knowledge of howmyself with the knowledge of how
successfully bad I have been. Isuccessfully bad I have been. I
forget the women but remember theforget the women but remember the
conquest, the score, the number.conquest, the score, the number.
It's one more on the life list. IIt's one more on the life list. I
philander for the arithmetic.philander for the arithmetic.

Rex changes the graphic and Violet enters.Rex changes the graphic and Violet enters.

REXREX
(continuing)(continuing)

Hideeho, and so to house and noHideeho, and so to house and no
one the wiser.one the wiser.

Scene: BedroomScene: Bedroom

VIOLETVIOLET
Where have you been today?Where have you been today?

REXREX
Oh, facile lie, barely adequateOh, facile lie, barely adequate
excuse.excuse.

(to us)(to us)
No tell-tale matchbook in theNo tell-tale matchbook in the
pocket, no alien hairs on mypocket, no alien hairs on my
jacket. Scrubbed and polished.jacket. Scrubbed and polished.
Home free.Home free.

VIOLETVIOLET
Complacent acceptance of a lameComplacent acceptance of a lame
story.story.

REXREX
(to us)(to us)

Know your enemy.Know your enemy.

Rex exits.Rex exits.

VIOLETVIOLET
(to us)(to us)

He's at it again. Lingering smellHe's at it again. Lingering smell
of foreign soap, hair still damp,of foreign soap, hair still damp,
wearing his underwear inside out.wearing his underwear inside out.
She is clearly five foot three,She is clearly five foot three,
left-handed, a 34 B.left-handed, a 34 B.
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Violet crosses to graphic, changes it.Violet crosses to graphic, changes it.

Graphic: A LITTLE KNOWLEDGE IS A DANGEROUS THINGGraphic: A LITTLE KNOWLEDGE IS A DANGEROUS THING

Scene: Coffee shop.Scene: Coffee shop.

Violet sits at a table.Violet sits at a table.

Douglas enters. Violet sees him, he does not seeDouglas enters. Violet sees him, he does not see

her at first. Violet studies him for a long time.her at first. Violet studies him for a long time.

VIOLETVIOLET
(continuing; to us)(continuing; to us)

Why not?Why not?
(to him)(to him)

Doug? Doug?Doug? Doug?

Douglas sees her, crosses to her.Douglas sees her, crosses to her.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
Well, what a happy coincidence andWell, what a happy coincidence and
other general niceties.other general niceties.

VIOLETVIOLET
Mild expressions of pleasure.Mild expressions of pleasure.
Would you like to join me?Would you like to join me?

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
(to us)(to us)

No. Potential awkwardness, nothingNo. Potential awkwardness, nothing
to say, wide-ranging socialto say, wide-ranging social
ineptitude.ineptitude.

(to her)(to her)
Well, actually...Well, actually...

VIOLETVIOLET
I've been thinking about our lastI've been thinking about our last
conversation.conversation.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
Sure.Sure.

He sits quickly.He sits quickly.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
(continuing; to us)(continuing; to us)

Waiting to be admired.Waiting to be admired.

VIOLETVIOLET
I was just thinking howI was just thinking how
presumptuous it was of me to tellpresumptuous it was of me to tell
you about your own books. I'm onlyyou about your own books. I'm only
a high school teacher.a high school teacher.
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DOUGLASDOUGLAS
Not at all.Not at all.

VIOLETVIOLET
You know how good they are withoutYou know how good they are without
my telling you, don't you?my telling you, don't you?

She fixes him with her gaze.She fixes him with her gaze.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
God, no. I have such a list ofGod, no. I have such a list of
possibilities in my mind. They'repossibilities in my mind. They're
great, they're pretentious,great, they're pretentious,
they're awful, they're mediocre.they're awful, they're mediocre.
Did you know that "mediocre" comesDid you know that "mediocre" comes
from the Latin meaning "halfway upfrom the Latin meaning "halfway up
the mountain?" I have this visionthe mountain?" I have this vision
of mediocre me with a pen in myof mediocre me with a pen in my
hand, stuck forever on somehand, stuck forever on some
precarious ledge halfway up aprecarious ledge halfway up a
slope that is hopelessly beyond myslope that is hopelessly beyond my
ability to climb.ability to climb.

VIOLETVIOLET
You're a very serious man, aren'tYou're a very serious man, aren't
you?you?

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
Yes, I guess I am. Kind of boring,Yes, I guess I am. Kind of boring,
isn't it?isn't it?

VIOLETVIOLET
I like it. I can't bear to thinkI like it. I can't bear to think
that the whole world doesn't tellthat the whole world doesn't tell
you all the time how good youryou all the time how good your
work is.work is.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
The whole world and I areThe whole world and I are
currently not speaking.currently not speaking.

VIOLETVIOLET
(laughing too much)(laughing too much)

You're so funny!You're so funny!

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
(to us)(to us)

She thinks I'm funny!She thinks I'm funny!
(to her)(to her)

Go ahead, it's your horse!Go ahead, it's your horse!

VIOLETVIOLET
(laughing harder)(laughing harder)

No, really!No, really!
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She touches his arm.She touches his arm.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
(to us)(to us)

Good God! Like an electric shock,Good God! Like an electric shock,
straight to the groin!straight to the groin!

VIOLETVIOLET
I really should call Lily and makeI really should call Lily and make
a date for dinner. It's our turn.a date for dinner. It's our turn.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
(to us)(to us)

Her hand is still there!Her hand is still there!

VIOLETVIOLET
You have a little something...You have a little something...

She reaches for his face. He flinches.She reaches for his face. He flinches.

VIOLETVIOLET
(continuing)(continuing)

You jumped. Did I frighten you?You jumped. Did I frighten you?

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
Did I? No, I didn't.Did I? No, I didn't.

VIOLETVIOLET
Just a little eye lash.Just a little eye lash.

She reaches for his face again to remove something. He leansShe reaches for his face again to remove something. He leans
far back to avoid her, she pursues him and finally manages tofar back to avoid her, she pursues him and finally manages to
do it.do it.

VIOLETVIOLET
(continuing)(continuing)

You're not afraid of me, are you?You're not afraid of me, are you?

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
Of course not.Of course not.

(to us)(to us)
Now, as I understand it that wasNow, as I understand it that was
one, two and three...wasn't Ione, two and three...wasn't I
supposed to do something?supposed to do something?
Something a man does? What wasSomething a man does? What was
it?...it?...

VIOLETVIOLET
I'll call Lily about gettingI'll call Lily about getting
together.together.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
(gasp)(gasp)

Lily!Lily!
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Douglas exits.Douglas exits.

VIOLETVIOLET
(to us)(to us)

Don't I deserve something? Is itDon't I deserve something? Is it
never my turn? Rex is out therenever my turn? Rex is out there
like a mink in heat, marking thelike a mink in heat, marking the
trees. It's a wonder he hasn'ttrees. It's a wonder he hasn't
been shot in a henhouse by now.been shot in a henhouse by now.
I'm a fool to put up with itI'm a fool to put up with it
without fighting back...Besides,without fighting back...Besides,
I want Douglas, I want him. I wantI want Douglas, I want him. I want
to know what he's like, I want toto know what he's like, I want to
know how he thinks. I want him toknow how he thinks. I want him to
want me. I want him to lie awakewant me. I want him to lie awake
scheming how to be alone with me,scheming how to be alone with me,
how to get up the courage to touchhow to get up the courage to touch
me. All that noble posturing--Ime. All that noble posturing--I
want it done in my bed.  I wantwant it done in my bed.  I want
the furtive thrills of meeting onthe furtive thrills of meeting on
the sly, I want the sweet longingsthe sly, I want the sweet longings
of deprivation. I want him toof deprivation. I want him to
desire me with every aching inchdesire me with every aching inch
of his body. Aren't I entitled toof his body. Aren't I entitled to
some attention, some warmth,some attention, some warmth,
someone who thinks I matter?...Andsomeone who thinks I matter?...And
besides it's so exciting!besides it's so exciting!

Violet changes the graphic and exits.Violet changes the graphic and exits.

Graphic: THE PLOT THICKENSGraphic: THE PLOT THICKENS

Scene: Chez Franklin.Scene: Chez Franklin.

Rex enters, very pleased with himself.Rex enters, very pleased with himself.

REXREX
(to us;)(to us;)

Heaven help me, I just screwed theHeaven help me, I just screwed the
maid! Is there no end to mymaid! Is there no end to my
depravity? What a rogue anddepravity? What a rogue and
peasant slave am I. Well, I'm notpeasant slave am I. Well, I'm not
to blame. There's something aboutto blame. There's something about
a maid, all that tropicala maid, all that tropical
immigrant sexuality roiling aroundimmigrant sexuality roiling around
in an empty house, flapping thein an empty house, flapping the
bed linens. Le droit de Seigneurbed linens. Le droit de Seigneur
and all that, I am a slave toand all that, I am a slave to
tradition.tradition.

Girl enters, as the maid. She curtsies coyly.Girl enters, as the maid. She curtsies coyly.

GIRLGIRL
Senor.Senor.
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REXREX
Senor, Seigneur; what's in a vowel?Senor, Seigneur; what's in a vowel?

GIRLGIRL
Green card, you no forget.Green card, you no forget.

She exits.She exits.

REXREX
Green card, absolutely, asGreen card, absolutely, as
promised.promised.

(to us)(to us)
Oooh, what an imp I am. I marvelOooh, what an imp I am. I marvel
at myself, led penisforth to myat myself, led penisforth to my
destiny....Someone stop me beforedestiny....Someone stop me before
I turn on the pets.I turn on the pets.

Rex changes the graphic and exits.Rex changes the graphic and exits.

Graphic: SOME TEDIOUS MORALIZING. IT'S GOOD FOR YOU.Graphic: SOME TEDIOUS MORALIZING. IT'S GOOD FOR YOU.

Scene: CollegeScene: College

Douglas enters and stands behind the lectern.Douglas enters and stands behind the lectern.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
Because, Mr. Cohn-Bertolli, lifeBecause, Mr. Cohn-Bertolli, life
is a stern moral enterpriseis a stern moral enterprise
whether you realize it or not andwhether you realize it or not and
the price of folly is destruction.the price of folly is destruction.
It is all too easy to think ofIt is all too easy to think of
yourself as the rogue stag,yourself as the rogue stag,
mocking the milling herd, but themocking the milling herd, but the
herd will survive, the herd willherd will survive, the herd will
shape the history of the species.shape the history of the species.
The herd is the species and thoseThe herd is the species and those
pedestrian, bovine ways that youpedestrian, bovine ways that you
deride are their protection. Thederide are their protection. The
lone stag will be devoured by thelone stag will be devoured by the
lone wolf and all his lupine pals.lone wolf and all his lupine pals.
Without the discipline and anchorWithout the discipline and anchor
of the middle class, the world isof the middle class, the world is
like Ghana and the Balkans and thelike Ghana and the Balkans and the
Ivory Coast. The choice isIvory Coast. The choice is
structure or chaos and those whostructure or chaos and those who
espouse destruction of theespouse destruction of the
framework on which our cultureframework on which our culture
stands are like the teenager whostands are like the teenager who
mocks the work ethic of hismocks the work ethic of his
parents but shows up regularly forparents but shows up regularly for
his three free meals a day.his three free meals a day.

Douglas changes the graphic and exits.Douglas changes the graphic and exits.

Graphic: TAKE HEART. ALMOST INTERMISSION.Graphic: TAKE HEART. ALMOST INTERMISSION.
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Scene: Chez FranklinScene: Chez Franklin

Enter Rex and Douglas.Enter Rex and Douglas.

REXREX
What's wrong, Dougie? Why so glum?What's wrong, Dougie? Why so glum?

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
This is just the way my face fallsThis is just the way my face falls
when I'm thinking.when I'm thinking.

REXREX
You look like that all the time.You look like that all the time.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
Need I say more?Need I say more?

REXREX
Has your writing got you down?Has your writing got you down?
Does it feel like passing aDoes it feel like passing a
pumpkin?pumpkin?

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
Elegantly and accurately put.Elegantly and accurately put.

REXREX
A little tip. When you're stumped,A little tip. When you're stumped,
when you don't know what to writewhen you don't know what to write
next, throw in a sex scene. That'snext, throw in a sex scene. That's
what I do.what I do.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
I've noticed.I've noticed.

REXREX
Of course you have to name some ofOf course you have to name some of
the body parts to do it right.the body parts to do it right.
Your sex scenes are a bitYour sex scenes are a bit
abstract. "He pleasured her."abstract. "He pleasured her."
Pleasured her? Dougie, ka-thoom,Pleasured her? Dougie, ka-thoom,
ka-thoom. That's what they want.ka-thoom. That's what they want.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
Everything isn't about sex.Everything isn't about sex.

REXREX
Sure it is. You can't look at anSure it is. You can't look at an
ad for a toilet bowl cleanerad for a toilet bowl cleaner
without seeing a sexy babe. We'vewithout seeing a sexy babe. We've
got bimbos and bimbettes andgot bimbos and bimbettes and
bimbellas dancing and jiggling abimbellas dancing and jiggling a
conga line through our lives.conga line through our lives.
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DOUGLASDOUGLAS
That is not the essence of aThat is not the essence of a
decent life.decent life.

REXREX
Ah, but it is. We live in aAh, but it is. We live in a
universe of sexual signals,universe of sexual signals,
they're pulsing through the etherthey're pulsing through the ether
like gamma rays, you can pick themlike gamma rays, you can pick them
up on the fillings in your teeth.up on the fillings in your teeth.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
They're not pulsing through myThey're not pulsing through my
universe. I'm happily married.universe. I'm happily married.

REXREX
Oh, come on. Marriage is theOh, come on. Marriage is the
greatest aphrodisiac there is. Twogreatest aphrodisiac there is. Two
months after I got married I wasmonths after I got married I was
lusting for every other woman Ilusting for every other woman I
saw.saw.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
Not every man has other women onNot every man has other women on
the side.the side.

REXREX
They have or they want to or theyThey have or they want to or they
will. Anyone who denies it is aswill. Anyone who denies it is as
sanctimonious as a U.S. Senator.sanctimonious as a U.S. Senator.
Do you think our wives don't haveDo you think our wives don't have
sex on the brain, too? Listen tosex on the brain, too? Listen to
the conversation tonight and I'llthe conversation tonight and I'll
lift my hand every time theylift my hand every time they
really mean sex.really mean sex.

Enter Violet and Lily, talking.Enter Violet and Lily, talking.

LILYLILY
So, once you've soaked the beans,So, once you've soaked the beans,
you get three pounds of sausage...you get three pounds of sausage...

VIOLETVIOLET
That much sausage?That much sausage?

Lily indicates a length with her hands.Lily indicates a length with her hands.

LILYLILY
At least that much. You can't haveAt least that much. You can't have
too much sausage as far as I'mtoo much sausage as far as I'm
concerned.concerned.

Rex lifts his hand to indicate sex.Rex lifts his hand to indicate sex.
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REXREX
Well, okay, that's too easy.Well, okay, that's too easy.

(to all)(to all)
How about those Mets?How about those Mets?

LILYLILY
Oh, men and their bats.Oh, men and their bats.

Rex lifts his hand.Rex lifts his hand.

VIOLETVIOLET
What is it with men and balls,What is it with men and balls,
anyway?anyway?

Rex lifts his hand.Rex lifts his hand.

REXREX
The New York Times Magazine.The New York Times Magazine.

LILYLILY
Beginning to sag, I think.Beginning to sag, I think.

Rex lifts his hand.Rex lifts his hand.

VIOLETVIOLET
They're just not up to it anymore.They're just not up to it anymore.

Rex lifts his hand.Rex lifts his hand.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
How do you think free tradeHow do you think free trade
effects the GNP?effects the GNP?

They stare at Douglas in silence.They stare at Douglas in silence.

REXREX
Who wants coffee?Who wants coffee?

LILYLILY
I'll help.I'll help.

Rex and Lily exit.Rex and Lily exit.

VIOLETVIOLET
How is Howard?How is Howard?

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
Oh, fine. How are your...children?Oh, fine. How are your...children?

VIOLETVIOLET
The girls are fine.The girls are fine.

Graphic: MEANWHILEGraphic: MEANWHILE

Scene: The KitchenScene: The Kitchen
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Lily and Rex enter to the other side of the stage.Lily and Rex enter to the other side of the stage.

REXREX
Can you get the cups?Can you get the cups?

LILYLILY
(to us)(to us)

I look good in this outfit.I look good in this outfit.

Lily stretches for the cups.Lily stretches for the cups.

Douglas and Violet both study the floor for a moment.Douglas and Violet both study the floor for a moment.

VIOLETVIOLET
Douglas. There's something I haveDouglas. There's something I have
to say to you.to say to you.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
(to us)(to us)

More praise would be nice.More praise would be nice.

VIOLETVIOLET
I don't know how to put it so II don't know how to put it so I
guess I'll just say it. It's beenguess I'll just say it. It's been
building for so long I think I'llbuilding for so long I think I'll
bust if I don't get it out.bust if I don't get it out.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
(to us)(to us)

Burst, not bust.Burst, not bust.

VIOLETVIOLET
I think I love you.I think I love you.

Douglas is stunned into brain silence for a moment. He staresDouglas is stunned into brain silence for a moment. He stares
at us in a stupor.at us in a stupor.

Rex and Lily in kitchen.Rex and Lily in kitchen.

REXREX
(to us)(to us)

Oh, the legs, the arms, theOh, the legs, the arms, the
breasts. A woman stretches inbreasts. A woman stretches in
front of a man at her peril.front of a man at her peril.

Rex puts his hand on Lily's neck, preparatory to a kiss.Rex puts his hand on Lily's neck, preparatory to a kiss.

LILYLILY
Now, Rex...Now, Rex...

REXREX
I have to.I have to.
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LILYLILY
(to us)(to us)

Oh, well.Oh, well.

They have a real kiss, long and lingering. They remain lockedThey have a real kiss, long and lingering. They remain locked
in the kiss for the rest of the act.in the kiss for the rest of the act.

Scene: The living room.Scene: The living room.

VIOLETVIOLET
Do you hate me for saying that?Do you hate me for saying that?

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
(to us)(to us)

No.No.
(to her)(to her)

No.No.

VIOLETVIOLET
I was afraid you'd run from theI was afraid you'd run from the
room or give me a lecture aboutroom or give me a lecture about
propriety. But since youpropriety. But since you
haven't...what do you think wehaven't...what do you think we
should do about it?should do about it?

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
Uhhhh....Uhhhh....

VIOLETVIOLET
(to us)(to us)

I love the crisp cunning of hisI love the crisp cunning of his
mind...mind...

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
I, uhhhhh....I, uhhhhh....

VIOLETVIOLET
(to us)(to us)

He says what he feels and he meansHe says what he feels and he means
what he says.what he says.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
Uhhhh.Uhhhh.

Violet reaches out and takes Douglas's hand in hers. HeViolet reaches out and takes Douglas's hand in hers. He
flinches, nearly jumps, but lets her keep his hand.flinches, nearly jumps, but lets her keep his hand.

VIOLETVIOLET
I know. It's frightening, isn't it?I know. It's frightening, isn't it?

Douglas walks towards the graphic.Douglas walks towards the graphic.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
(to us)(to us)

Is this level four?Is this level four?
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Graphic: INTERMISSION. SMOKING IS BAD FOR YOU.Graphic: INTERMISSION. SMOKING IS BAD FOR YOU.

CURTAINCURTAIN

END ACT ONEEND ACT ONE
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ACT TWOACT TWO

Graphic: THE GAVOTTEGraphic: THE GAVOTTE

Again a strain of 18th century music. Rex and Violet enter,Again a strain of 18th century music. Rex and Violet enter,
dancing in the elaborate, stylized fashion of that age. Thedancing in the elaborate, stylized fashion of that age. The
dance is different from the one that opened the play, lessdance is different from the one that opened the play, less
formal, more sensual. Enter Douglas and Lily. They stop toformal, more sensual. Enter Douglas and Lily. They stop to
watch the dance, curiously. Violet and Rex make gestures forwatch the dance, curiously. Violet and Rex make gestures for
them to join in. Both Douglas and Lily are tempted. Rexthem to join in. Both Douglas and Lily are tempted. Rex
breaks loose from Violet and does a single in front of Lily,breaks loose from Violet and does a single in front of Lily,
not unlike a bird doing a mating dance.not unlike a bird doing a mating dance.

VIOLETVIOLET
Why do men always think they'reWhy do men always think they're
doing it alone?doing it alone?

Violet beckons demurely to Douglas. Rex holds out his handViolet beckons demurely to Douglas. Rex holds out his hand
for Lily, she takes it and joins in the dance which is nowfor Lily, she takes it and joins in the dance which is now
for three. Douglas is alarmed that Lily has left him but hefor three. Douglas is alarmed that Lily has left him but he
is powerless to move as the three of them dance off andis powerless to move as the three of them dance off and
change the graphic as they exit.change the graphic as they exit.

Graphic: FOR THOSE WHO MISSED THE POINT SO FARGraphic: FOR THOSE WHO MISSED THE POINT SO FAR

Scene: CollegeScene: College

Douglas enters and stands behind the lectern.Douglas enters and stands behind the lectern.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
No, Mr. Cohn-Bertolli, notNo, Mr. Cohn-Bertolli, not
everyone does it. Some people payeveryone does it. Some people pay
their taxes,  return the extratheir taxes,  return the extra
money when a cashier makes amoney when a cashier makes a
mistake, deposit their litter inmistake, deposit their litter in
the proper receptacle and some--the proper receptacle and some--
yes, some--turn off their cellyes, some--turn off their cell
phones when they should. You seemphones when they should. You seem
to think these people are foolsto think these people are fools
and dupes and schmucks, thatand dupes and schmucks, that
they're missing out on the wisethey're missing out on the wise
guy, corner cutting, leg-upguy, corner cutting, leg-up
advantages. Well, yes, that's theadvantages. Well, yes, that's the
point. They miss out, they dopoint. They miss out, they do
without, they struggle to lift thewithout, they struggle to lift the
impossible weight of their ownimpossible weight of their own
expectations...but that'sexpectations...but that's
precisely the point. Why didprecisely the point. Why did
Shakespeare write in sonnet form?Shakespeare write in sonnet form?
Because it's difficult andBecause it's difficult and
confining and that constrictionconfining and that constriction
released his genius.released his genius.

(more)(more)
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DOUGLAS (cont'd)DOUGLAS (cont'd)
It's the deprivation, it's theIt's the deprivation, it's the
sacrifice that gives value to thesacrifice that gives value to the
experience... That's actuallyexperience... That's actually
Elizabeth Barrett Browning whoseElizabeth Barrett Browning whose
sonnet you misquote, Mr. Cohn-sonnet you misquote, Mr. Cohn-
Bertolli, but you have the generalBertolli, but you have the general
idea...idea...

(to us)(to us)
Iambic pentameter as an ethicalIambic pentameter as an ethical
determinant. An interestingdeterminant. An interesting
notion, to be sure, but who cannotion, to be sure, but who can
concentrate when there's sex onconcentrate when there's sex on
the agenda?the agenda?

Douglas changes the graphic. Douglas exits.Douglas changes the graphic. Douglas exits.

Graphic: THE WORMGraphic: THE WORM

Scene: En routeScene: En route

Rex enters. He glances at the graphic, points to himself inRex enters. He glances at the graphic, points to himself in
disbelief and disapproval.disbelief and disapproval.

REXREX
(to us)(to us)

I'm not feeling very good. MyI'm not feeling very good. My
stomach has come unmoored and isstomach has come unmoored and is
floating loose, pressing on myfloating loose, pressing on my
heart, and my vision is blurred,heart, and my vision is blurred,
I keep seeing a face that isn'tI keep seeing a face that isn't
there, and yet I've never feltthere, and yet I've never felt
better in my life.better in my life.

Scene: Beneath Lily's balcony.Scene: Beneath Lily's balcony.

REXREX
(continuing; to us)(continuing; to us)

What raw magic then is this? WeWhat raw magic then is this? We
exchanged a simple kiss. I haveexchanged a simple kiss. I have
kissed some several score, yetkissed some several score, yet
never felt like this before. Wasnever felt like this before. Was
there some potion on her lips?there some potion on her lips?
Some perfect measure of the hips?Some perfect measure of the hips?
I am transformed, I am bewitched,I am transformed, I am bewitched,
and all my rakish plans nowand all my rakish plans now
switched to stratagems of trueswitched to stratagems of true
desire for Lily's drip to quenchdesire for Lily's drip to quench
this fire. Senses swirling willy-this fire. Senses swirling willy-
nilly I'll yet find means to gildnilly I'll yet find means to gild
this Lily....Ye gods, poetry. Thethis Lily....Ye gods, poetry. The
greatest sin of the besotted.greatest sin of the besotted.

(more)(more)
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REX (cont'd)REX (cont'd)
And yet I swear there wasAnd yet I swear there was
something so perfect about hersomething so perfect about her
kiss, a melding of mouth to mouth,kiss, a melding of mouth to mouth,
when her lips touched mine I feltwhen her lips touched mine I felt
that I was melting on the spot. Ithat I was melting on the spot. I
have to Have to HAVE TO havehave to Have to HAVE TO have
her...Oh, fuckeroo, I'm in love.her...Oh, fuckeroo, I'm in love.

Lily entersLily enters

REXREX
(continuing)(continuing)

But soft.But soft.

LILYLILY
No, Rex.No, Rex.

REXREX
Please.Please.

LILYLILY
No, it's very flattering, but no.No, it's very flattering, but no.

REXREX
Why not?Why not?

LILYLILY
(to us)(to us)

Persistence is very appealing.Persistence is very appealing.

REXREX
Pretty, pretty, pretty, pretty.Pretty, pretty, pretty, pretty.

LILYLILY
Thank you.Thank you.

(to us)(to us)
I am no schoolgirl to be beguiledI am no schoolgirl to be beguiled
by simple praise, however wellby simple praise, however well
deserved.deserved.

REXREX
Pretty, pretty, pretty, pretty.Pretty, pretty, pretty, pretty.

LILYLILY
(to us)(to us)

Of course there's something aboutOf course there's something about
quantity, too.quantity, too.

(to him)(to him)
I must go now, Rex.I must go now, Rex.
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REXREX
I'll wait for your return.I'll wait for your return.
Heedless of the wind and weatherHeedless of the wind and weather
as long as the question's when,as long as the question's when,
not whether.not whether.

LILYLILY
You're being silly.You're being silly.

(to us)(to us)
Certainly not what one expectsCertainly not what one expects
from Sgt. Heinrich of the Waffenfrom Sgt. Heinrich of the Waffen
SS... It's only a harmless littleSS... It's only a harmless little
flirtation, good for a cheapflirtation, good for a cheap
thrill and a giggle.thrill and a giggle.

(to him)(to him)
Good night, Rex.Good night, Rex.

Lily exits.Lily exits.

REXREX
(to us)(to us)

That's not the same as "go away".That's not the same as "go away".

Rex changes graphic and exits.Rex changes graphic and exits.

GRAPHIC: DEE-FENSEGRAPHIC: DEE-FENSE

Scene: The Coffee Shop.Scene: The Coffee Shop.

Douglas enters, sits. GIRL, as waitress, enters and crossesDouglas enters, sits. GIRL, as waitress, enters and crosses
to him.to him.

GIRLGIRL
Order?Order?

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
Coffee.Coffee.

GIRLGIRL
(to us)(to us)

He's hitting on me.He's hitting on me.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
(to us)(to us)

She seems a nice young woman.She seems a nice young woman.

Girl starts to exit. Violet enters, crosses to Douglas whoGirl starts to exit. Violet enters, crosses to Douglas who
does not immediately see her.does not immediately see her.

VIOLETVIOLET
Well, hello.Well, hello.

She touches his arm. Douglas flinches.She touches his arm. Douglas flinches.
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DOUGLASDOUGLAS
Oh, hello.Oh, hello.

VIOLETVIOLET
I always seem to be startling you.I always seem to be startling you.
I'm sorry.I'm sorry.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
I have sharply honed reflexes, inI have sharply honed reflexes, in
case of attack--by a saber toothedcase of attack--by a saber toothed
tiger, for instance.tiger, for instance.

VIOLETVIOLET
I'm in good hands then.I'm in good hands then.

Douglas puts his hand in air to indicate a sexual innuendo asDouglas puts his hand in air to indicate a sexual innuendo as
Rex taught him.Rex taught him.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
Well, this is a pleasant surprise.Well, this is a pleasant surprise.
How are you?How are you?

Douglas offers to shake hands. She ignores it an gives him anDouglas offers to shake hands. She ignores it an gives him an
air kiss.air kiss.

GIRLGIRL
Order?Order?

VIOLETVIOLET
Coffee.Coffee.

GIRLGIRL
(to us)(to us)

Bitch.Bitch.

Girl exits.Girl exits.

VIOLETVIOLET
How are you, and other chit-chat?How are you, and other chit-chat?

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
Stammering, hesitant, confusedStammering, hesitant, confused
response.response.

VIOLETVIOLET
I hoped I might hear from you.I hoped I might hear from you.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
Back and fill, buck and wing.Back and fill, buck and wing.

VIOLETVIOLET
I know, it's difficult, isn't it?I know, it's difficult, isn't it?
I'm having trouble with it, too.I'm having trouble with it, too.

(more)(more)
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VIOLET (cont'd)VIOLET (cont'd)
(to us)(to us)

But enjoying every minute.But enjoying every minute.
(to him)(to him)

Are you sorry I told you?Are you sorry I told you?

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
No.No.

(to us)(to us)
Heaven help me, I'm not.Heaven help me, I'm not.

(to her)(to her)
And I'm very flattered, Violet, IAnd I'm very flattered, Violet, I
really am.  Touched and flatteredreally am.  Touched and flattered
and I don't think I've felt so--and I don't think I've felt so--
scattered--and torn and agitatedscattered--and torn and agitated
in my life. And I thank you forin my life. And I thank you for
that.that.

VIOLETVIOLET
It sounds very painful.It sounds very painful.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
Well, it is, really, because youWell, it is, really, because you
see, there's nothing to be donesee, there's nothing to be done
about it.about it.

VIOLETVIOLET
We don't have to do anything. I'dWe don't have to do anything. I'd
just like to be with you, and talk.just like to be with you, and talk.

(to us)(to us)
Right.Right.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
(simultaneously; to(simultaneously; to
us)us)

Right.Right.
(to her)(to her)

I mean, well, we're both married,I mean, well, we're both married,
though, aren't we?though, aren't we?

VIOLETVIOLET
I understand. I've embarrassedI understand. I've embarrassed
you, and put you in an awfulyou, and put you in an awful
position. I'm so sorry. The lastposition. I'm so sorry. The last
thing I want is for you to feelthing I want is for you to feel
uncomfortable around me. Iuncomfortable around me. I
withdraw the remark, all right?withdraw the remark, all right?
Just forget I ever said it andJust forget I ever said it and
we'll go back to being goodwe'll go back to being good
friends. And we are good friends,friends. And we are good friends,
aren't we and other face-savingaren't we and other face-saving
nonsense?nonsense?

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
Violet...Violet...
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VIOLETVIOLET
I understand, I really do, and II understand, I really do, and I
admire you for it. Let's say noadmire you for it. Let's say no
more about it, we'll just go onmore about it, we'll just go on
the way we were, no hard feelings.the way we were, no hard feelings.
All I want is what's best for you,All I want is what's best for you,
no matter what.no matter what.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
Thank you.Thank you.

VIOLETVIOLET
(to us)(to us)

I've cheated on my husband onlyI've cheated on my husband only
twice and only once was serious.twice and only once was serious.
You can't really count the timeYou can't really count the time
with the old boyfriend at thewith the old boyfriend at the
reunion. That was unfinishedreunion. That was unfinished
business. Besides, I'd slept withbusiness. Besides, I'd slept with
him before I got married anyway,him before I got married anyway,
so I wasn't giving away anyso I wasn't giving away any
secrets...I think that's prettysecrets...I think that's pretty
good.good.

Violet changes graphic. Douglas and Violet exits.Violet changes graphic. Douglas and Violet exits.

Graphic: SEEN IN A DIFFERENT LIGHTGraphic: SEEN IN A DIFFERENT LIGHT

Scene: BookstoreScene: Bookstore

Girl enters. This is the bookstore girl from before. SheGirl enters. This is the bookstore girl from before. She
wears glasses and is looking through the shelves again. Rexwears glasses and is looking through the shelves again. Rex
enters. He does not see Girl at first as he looks for theenters. He does not see Girl at first as he looks for the
right shelf.right shelf.

REXREX
Poetry, poetry...Poetry, poetry...

(to us)(to us)
Poetry is a vile thing. Unless thePoetry is a vile thing. Unless the
author is certifiably dead, Iauthor is certifiably dead, I
won't even look at it. And if itwon't even look at it. And if it
doesn't rhyme, what makes itdoesn't rhyme, what makes it
poetry? Still, there are thosepoetry? Still, there are those
times...times...

(aloud)(aloud)
Poetry, poe...Good lord!Poetry, poe...Good lord!

He has spied the Girl, who does not see him. Rex bends out ofHe has spied the Girl, who does not see him. Rex bends out of
sight beneath the shelf.sight beneath the shelf.

REXREX
(continuing; to us)(continuing; to us)

A former conquest! What's sheA former conquest! What's she
doing here? I hate meeting peopledoing here? I hate meeting people
out of context.out of context.
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He peeks over the shelf, ducks down again.He peeks over the shelf, ducks down again.

REXREX
(continuing; to us)(continuing; to us)

Friends, family, golfingFriends, family, golfing
partners...a place for everyonepartners...a place for everyone
and everyone in her place.and everyone in her place.

He peeks again. The Girl is safely looking away from him. HeHe peeks again. The Girl is safely looking away from him. He
studies her for a moment.studies her for a moment.

REXREX
(continuing; to us)(continuing; to us)

I so seldom see them in fullI so seldom see them in full
light...I'm used to looking at mylight...I'm used to looking at my
women at extremely close range sowomen at extremely close range so
my vision is blurred which doesmy vision is blurred which does
wonders for the aesthetics--My, Iwonders for the aesthetics--My, I
have undiscriminating taste whenhave undiscriminating taste when
opportunity arises.opportunity arises.

Girl exits. Lily enters. She does not see Rex.Girl exits. Lily enters. She does not see Rex.

REXREX
(continuing)(continuing)

But soft.But soft.

Lily goes directly to the shelf she wants and kneels to tendLily goes directly to the shelf she wants and kneels to tend
to the book.to the book.

LILYLILY
(to us)(to us)

I make a weekly sweep of the localI make a weekly sweep of the local
bookstores, tending to his latestbookstores, tending to his latest
novel...Two copies here last week,novel...Two copies here last week,
still two copies here today.still two copies here today.
Sometimes I'll move one somewhereSometimes I'll move one somewhere
else so that if he comes in andelse so that if he comes in and
finds only one he'll think he'sfinds only one he'll think he's
actually sold the other. Of courseactually sold the other. Of course
I don't know that he checks, heI don't know that he checks, he
doesn't admit to it...Turn it sodoesn't admit to it...Turn it so
it's facing outward like they doit's facing outward like they do
with the bestsellers...Sometimeswith the bestsellers...Sometimes
I'll put one on the bestsellerI'll put one on the bestseller
table but someone always moves ittable but someone always moves it
back...I really wish they soldback...I really wish they sold
better, it would make him sobetter, it would make him so
happy. They're good books. Hard tohappy. They're good books. Hard to
read and rather boring, butread and rather boring, but
good... I wish it didn't feelgood... I wish it didn't feel
quite so much like taking care ofquite so much like taking care of
someone's grave.someone's grave.
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REXREX
Do you believe in coincidence?Do you believe in coincidence?

LILYLILY
No, Rex.No, Rex.

REXREX
I ache, I yearn, I burn.I ache, I yearn, I burn.

LILYLILY
No, Rex.No, Rex.

REXREX
I can't eat, I can't sleep, I'mI can't eat, I can't sleep, I'm
withering away.withering away.

LILYLILY
Ask your wife to help you.Ask your wife to help you.

REXREX
That's cruel.That's cruel.

LILYLILY
She's stuck by you, she's nursedShe's stuck by you, she's nursed
you, she knows you as no otheryou, she knows you as no other
woman can. What's wrong with her?woman can. What's wrong with her?

REXREX
She's stuck by me, she's nursedShe's stuck by me, she's nursed
me, she knows me as no other womanme, she knows me as no other woman
can.can.

LILYLILY
No, Rex.No, Rex.

REXREX
You haunt my imagination, I amYou haunt my imagination, I am
obsessed by the thought of you.obsessed by the thought of you.

LILYLILY
No.No.

REXREX
Picture me, but for my bad back,Picture me, but for my bad back,
at your feet. I kiss the hem ofat your feet. I kiss the hem of
your garment.your garment.

LILYLILY
Hold still. You have an eyelash.Hold still. You have an eyelash.

She touches his face, removes the lash, blows it away.She touches his face, removes the lash, blows it away.
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LILYLILY
(continuing; to us)(continuing; to us)

So I give him a little something.So I give him a little something.
It's like petting a dog that'sIt's like petting a dog that's
rooting at your crotch. There'srooting at your crotch. There's
just no way to ignore him withoutjust no way to ignore him without
appearing to enjoy it.appearing to enjoy it.

(to him)(to him)
Down, Rex. I'm happily married.Down, Rex. I'm happily married.

Lily exits.Lily exits.

REXREX
(to us)(to us)

The key is perseverance. Keep atThe key is perseverance. Keep at
them long enough and they'll thinkthem long enough and they'll think
they owe you. It's the three datethey owe you. It's the three date
rule writ large...There is norule writ large...There is no
seamless marriage. There areseamless marriage. There are
clefts and fissures in theclefts and fissures in the
stoutest wall that swell andstoutest wall that swell and
contract with the matrimonialcontract with the matrimonial
weather. How small a breach isweather. How small a breach is
needed to admit a billet-doux, aneeded to admit a billet-doux, a
whiff of excitement. A seed ofwhiff of excitement. A seed of
desire, wafted by a zephyr ofdesire, wafted by a zephyr of
flattery can take root within theflattery can take root within the
crevice and crack the hardestcrevice and crack the hardest
stone...And such practicalstone...And such practical
scheming in no way diminishes thescheming in no way diminishes the
purity of my love.purity of my love.

Rex starts to go then returns to the shelf and rearrangesRex starts to go then returns to the shelf and rearranges
things around his book.things around his book.

REXREX
(continuing; to us)(continuing; to us)

Just a little housekeeping...LookJust a little housekeeping...Look
at those beautiful embossedat those beautiful embossed
swastikas on the cover. God blessswastikas on the cover. God bless
'em.'em.

Rex exits, Violet enters, Bookstore worker Girl enters.Rex exits, Violet enters, Bookstore worker Girl enters.

VIOLETVIOLET
Excuse me. Do you have a bookExcuse me. Do you have a book
called "The Joys of Adultery"?called "The Joys of Adultery"?

GIRLGIRL
A knowing look.A knowing look.
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VIOLETVIOLET
For my...mother.For my...mother.

(to us)(to us)
I love self-help books althoughI love self-help books although
the only people they help are thethe only people they help are the
author and publisher.  They'reauthor and publisher.  They're
like New Year's resolutions, theylike New Year's resolutions, they
make you feel virtuous for upwardsmake you feel virtuous for upwards
of a day.of a day.

Douglas enters and crosses to the same book shelf, alsoDouglas enters and crosses to the same book shelf, also
kneeling.kneeling.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
(to us)(to us)

Ah, they're displaying itAh, they're displaying it
differently. Great! Maybe turneddifferently. Great! Maybe turned
a bit more this way...Book salesa bit more this way...Book sales
are highly alphabet dependent.are highly alphabet dependent.
Look at a shelf in any store andLook at a shelf in any store and
what are the books at eye level?what are the books at eye level?
Letters G to N. Grisham, King,Letters G to N. Grisham, King,
Ludlum, McMurtry. Even naughty oldLudlum, McMurtry. Even naughty old
Anais Nin. Where do you reach toAnais Nin. Where do you reach to
skim that all important firstskim that all important first
sentence? Grisham, King, Ludlum,sentence? Grisham, King, Ludlum,
McMurtry. What do you reach out toMcMurtry. What do you reach out to
buy? The same popular villains.buy? The same popular villains.
How else to explain it? Why riseHow else to explain it? Why rise
on your toes to the double A's,on your toes to the double A's,
why bend and stoop? What chancewhy bend and stoop? What chance
does poor Zweig have, down theredoes poor Zweig have, down there
in kneeling territory in the farin kneeling territory in the far
right hand corner? If you have aright hand corner? If you have a
lumbar condition, you'll never seelumbar condition, you'll never see
my books at all. My novels aremy books at all. My novels are
purchased only by people who havepurchased only by people who have
slipped and fallen. I'm veryslipped and fallen. I'm very
popular with those who arepopular with those who are
immediately post-seizure. That'simmediately post-seizure. That's
why there's never been a bestwhy there's never been a best
seller from my end of the alphabetseller from my end of the alphabet
since Emile Zola.since Emile Zola.

Enter Girl as the book store customer again. She joinsEnter Girl as the book store customer again. She joins
Douglas at the shelf, reaches for a book.Douglas at the shelf, reaches for a book.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
(continuing; to us)(continuing; to us)

Mailer. Pfff!Mailer. Pfff!

Girl puts the book back, looks lower on the shelf, lower,Girl puts the book back, looks lower on the shelf, lower,
then lower still while Douglas holds his breath.then lower still while Douglas holds his breath.
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DOUGLASDOUGLAS
(continuing; to us)(continuing; to us)

Be still my heart.Be still my heart.

She selects a book and stands.She selects a book and stands.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
(continuing; to us)(continuing; to us)

Zola...Ten years, five novels, andZola...Ten years, five novels, and
I've never seen anyone reading oneI've never seen anyone reading one
of my books, buying one, using itof my books, buying one, using it
as a door stop. Laboring inas a door stop. Laboring in
obscurity is one thing, but I toilobscurity is one thing, but I toil
away under the mountain like aaway under the mountain like a
troll...And yet, to me, it seemstroll...And yet, to me, it seems
I'm mining gold...but Violet getsI'm mining gold...but Violet gets
them.them.

Douglas changes graphic and exits.Douglas changes graphic and exits.

Graphic: THE LIE THAT BINDSGraphic: THE LIE THAT BINDS

Scene: Chez ZweigScene: Chez Zweig

Lily enters.Lily enters.

LILYLILY
(on phone)(on phone)

No, Rex...No, Rex...No,No, Rex...No, Rex...No,
Rex...well, maybe...Oh, IRex...well, maybe...Oh, I
couldn't...I shouldn't...couldn't...I shouldn't...

(laughs)(laughs)
You're so funny...we'll see.You're so funny...we'll see.

Enter Douglas.Enter Douglas.

LILYLILY
(continuing; phone)(continuing; phone)

I have to go.I have to go.

She hangs up hurriedly.She hangs up hurriedly.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
(to us)(to us)

Snarling, the writer entered hisSnarling, the writer entered his
cave...notes for thecave...notes for the
novel...Spring has come. Thenovel...Spring has come. The
amorous thinks of his carnalamorous thinks of his carnal
delights, the ambitious plots hisdelights, the ambitious plots his
career, the talented totes up thecareer, the talented totes up the
less talented who have surpassedless talented who have surpassed
him, the untalented who havehim, the untalented who have
passed judgment upon him, thepassed judgment upon him, the
unappreciative who ignore him, theunappreciative who ignore him, the
unwashed who don't deserve him...unwashed who don't deserve him...
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LILYLILY
Hello, darling.Hello, darling.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
Who was on the phone?Who was on the phone?

LILYLILY
...Oh, that was just Violet....Oh, that was just Violet.

(to us)(to us)
In the very unlikely event that heIn the very unlikely event that he
checks the caller ID, it's thechecks the caller ID, it's the
same number. It's not a practicedsame number. It's not a practiced
deception, I'm just quicker thandeception, I'm just quicker than
he is. Most of us are.he is. Most of us are.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
Violet? What does she want?Violet? What does she want?

LILYLILY
Nothing, just saying hello.Nothing, just saying hello.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
I didn't know you two were thatI didn't know you two were that
close.close.

(to us)(to us)
Was she calling me? Will she letWas she calling me? Will she let
anything slip while talking toanything slip while talking to
Lily? Is there anything to letLily? Is there anything to let
slip? I've done nothing, myslip? I've done nothing, my
conscience is clear. So why do Iconscience is clear. So why do I
feel so screamingly guilty?... Ifeel so screamingly guilty?... I
will arrange a tryst, I mean awill arrange a tryst, I mean a
meeting, to tell her this mustmeeting, to tell her this must
cease.cease.

Douglas exits.Douglas exits.

LILYLILY
(to us)(to us)

Well, we're better at it than theyWell, we're better at it than they
are, we just are.are, we just are.

Lily exits. Douglas enters.Lily exits. Douglas enters.

Graphic: A HASTY RATIONALIZATIONGraphic: A HASTY RATIONALIZATION

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
(to us)(to us)

Believing all I believe, feelingBelieving all I believe, feeling
all that I feel, how can I go toall that I feel, how can I go to
her?...How can I not? I melther?...How can I not? I melt
inside, I am reduced to gel, Iinside, I am reduced to gel, I
quiver just in contemplation...Doquiver just in contemplation...Do
I love her? I don't even know her!I love her? I don't even know her!

(more)(more)
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DOUGLAS (cont'd)DOUGLAS (cont'd)
Do I want her? I want something,Do I want her? I want something,
she's given me the taste forshe's given me the taste for
something. Something I didn't knowsomething. Something I didn't know
I lacked. I don't even know whatI lacked. I don't even know what
to call it. The vocabulary isto call it. The vocabulary is
foreign to me. Intelligence isforeign to me. Intelligence is
possible only in a culture inpossible only in a culture in
which words have particular,which words have particular,
agreed-upon, meanings. All else isagreed-upon, meanings. All else is
point and grunt.point and grunt.

Douglas exits.Douglas exits.

Graphic: ALTOGETHER NOW, "DON'T DO IT!"...UNLESS YOU THINK HEGraphic: ALTOGETHER NOW, "DON'T DO IT!"...UNLESS YOU THINK HE
SHOULD.SHOULD.

Scene: Chez FranklinScene: Chez Franklin

Violet enters.Violet enters.

VIOLETVIOLET
(to us)(to us)

He's coming. My womb is aflutter.He's coming. My womb is aflutter.

Enter Douglas.Enter Douglas.

VIOLETVIOLET
(continuing)(continuing)

Hello.Hello.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
Grunt, grunt.Grunt, grunt.

VIOLETVIOLET
You're so funny.You're so funny.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
Is Rex here?Is Rex here?

VIOLETVIOLET
He won't be home for a long time.He won't be home for a long time.

Enter Rex. He changes the graphic.Enter Rex. He changes the graphic.

Graphic: MEANWHILEGraphic: MEANWHILE

Scene: Lily's balcony.Scene: Lily's balcony.

Lily enters. Rex sinks to one knee, extends his arms in theLily enters. Rex sinks to one knee, extends his arms in the
suitor's classic pose.suitor's classic pose.

REXREX
(howls like a wolf)(howls like a wolf)

Howooooh!Howooooh!
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LILYLILY
(to us)(to us)

That's so sweet.That's so sweet.

Douglas and Violet.Douglas and Violet.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
Violet...a great deal ofViolet...a great deal of
beautifully worded noble posturingbeautifully worded noble posturing
in which I say this can't go on,in which I say this can't go on,
we're both too good, too fine, toowe're both too good, too fine, too
honorable to sully the institutehonorable to sully the institute
of marriage and our sacred,of marriage and our sacred,
atheistic vows...atheistic vows...

VIOLETVIOLET
I understand.I understand.

Lily and Rex.Lily and Rex.

LILYLILY
(to us)(to us)

You can't tease them forever, it'sYou can't tease them forever, it's
just not nice. After a certainjust not nice. After a certain
length of time you have anlength of time you have an
obligation.obligation.

(to Rex)(to Rex)
Well...alright. Come on in. ButWell...alright. Come on in. But
just to talk.just to talk.

Rex rises and goes to Lily.Rex rises and goes to Lily.

REXREX
(to us)(to us)

Smugly I rise, reconfirmed in mySmugly I rise, reconfirmed in my
charms--which in no way detractscharms--which in no way detracts
from my genuine passion forfrom my genuine passion for
her...well, a little..her...well, a little..

Douglas and Violet.Douglas and Violet.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
(to Violet)(to Violet)

So, I guess I'd better go.So, I guess I'd better go.

Douglas starts off.Douglas starts off.

VIOLETVIOLET
We could just talk...We could just talk...

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
I don't think...I don't think...

VIOLETVIOLET
...about your book....about your book.
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Douglas turns on his heel, rushes to Violet and takes her inDouglas turns on his heel, rushes to Violet and takes her in
his arms and kisses her, passionately.his arms and kisses her, passionately.

REXREX
I have such pain of longing.I have such pain of longing.

LILYLILY
Well, for mercy's sake.Well, for mercy's sake.

Rex and Lily embrace.Rex and Lily embrace.

GRAPHIC: FINALLY!GRAPHIC: FINALLY!

Both couples step behind neck high portable screens such asBoth couples step behind neck high portable screens such as
those used in medical offices, or any other device suitablethose used in medical offices, or any other device suitable
for hiding. They are concealed behind them except whenfor hiding. They are concealed behind them except when
speaking, and then they show the audience only their heads,speaking, and then they show the audience only their heads,
at sometimes surprising angles, and the odd limb or two.at sometimes surprising angles, and the odd limb or two.

Douglas pops up from behind screen.Douglas pops up from behind screen.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
(to us)(to us)

My bowels are water. I fear I'mMy bowels are water. I fear I'm
losing control of my sphincter.losing control of my sphincter.
Not sexy...and yet...Not sexy...and yet...

He vanishes behind screen.He vanishes behind screen.

Rex and Lily.Rex and Lily.

REXREX
The usual endearments.The usual endearments.

LILYLILY
(to us)(to us)

He's awfully good with snaps andHe's awfully good with snaps and
clasps and buttons.clasps and buttons.

They vanish.They vanish.

Douglas.Douglas.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
(to us; horrified)(to us; horrified)

I feel graceful as a felled treeI feel graceful as a felled tree
sprawled atop this woman.sprawled atop this woman.

He vanishes. Violet pops up.He vanishes. Violet pops up.

VIOLETVIOLET
Oh, sweetie, oh lover...Oh, sweetie, oh lover...
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DOUGLASDOUGLAS
(to us)(to us)

Oohhh, don't call me that.Oohhh, don't call me that.

They vanish.They vanish.

Rex and Lily.Rex and Lily.

REXREX
(to Lily)(to Lily)

Yum yum yum!Yum yum yum!

LILYLILY
You've done that. I'm ready.You've done that. I'm ready.

They vanish.They vanish.

Douglas and Violet.Douglas and Violet.

VIOLETVIOLET
(to Douglas)(to Douglas)

Oh, Doug, oh, lambie.Oh, Doug, oh, lambie.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
(to us)(to us)

Or that.Or that.

They vanish.They vanish.

Rex and Lily.Rex and Lily.

REXREX
Yum yum!Yum yum!

LILYLILY
I'm ready, Rex.I'm ready, Rex.

REXREX
Yum yum?Yum yum?

They vanish.They vanish.

Douglas and Violet.Douglas and Violet.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
(to us)(to us)

I'm awkward, I'm clumsy, I can'tI'm awkward, I'm clumsy, I can't
seem to find things, where did sheseem to find things, where did she
put it?put it?

VIOLETVIOLET
(to us)(to us)

What the hell is he doing?What the hell is he doing?

They vanish.They vanish.
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Rex and Lily.Rex and Lily.

LILYLILY
Come on, Rex.Come on, Rex.

REXREX
I can do that.I can do that.

(to us)(to us)
Come on, Secretariat!Come on, Secretariat!

They vanish.They vanish.

Douglas.Douglas.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
(to us)(to us)

Who's responsible for this design?Who's responsible for this design?
A man needs grips, guideposts,A man needs grips, guideposts,
directional signs.directional signs.

He vanishes.He vanishes.

Rex.Rex.

REXREX
(to us)(to us)

Come on, Secretariat!Come on, Secretariat!

He vanishes.He vanishes.

Douglas.Douglas.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
(to us)(to us)

Lily always takes care of thisLily always takes care of this
part.part.

He vanishes.He vanishes.

Violet.Violet.

VIOLETVIOLET
(to us)(to us)

Where does he think he'sWhere does he think he's
going?...That's not it!going?...That's not it!

She vanishes.She vanishes.

Rex.Rex.

REXREX
(to us; worried)(to us; worried)

Come on, Secretariat!Come on, Secretariat!

He vanishes.He vanishes.
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Douglas and Violet.Douglas and Violet.

VIOLETVIOLET
(to us)(to us)

What is the big mystery?What is the big mystery?

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
(to us)(to us)

Oh, there it is!Oh, there it is!

They vansish.They vansish.

Rex and Lily.Rex and Lily.

REXREX
(to us)(to us)

Secretariat?...I am unhorsed!Secretariat?...I am unhorsed!

LILYLILY
(to us)(to us)

He is unmanned.He is unmanned.

REXREX
(to us)(to us)

A horse, a horse!A horse, a horse!

LILYLILY
It doesn't matter, Rex.It doesn't matter, Rex.

(to us)(to us)
And technically, it doesn't count,And technically, it doesn't count,
either.either.

REXREX
(to us)(to us)

Secretariat?!Secretariat?!

They vanish.They vanish.

Douglas and Violet.Douglas and Violet.

VIOLETVIOLET
(to Douglas)(to Douglas)

Oh, lover!Oh, lover!

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
(to us)(to us)

Who cares? I'm pleasuring her now!Who cares? I'm pleasuring her now!
Come onnn, Secretariat!Come onnn, Secretariat!

VIOLETVIOLET
(to us;(to us;
simultaneously)simultaneously)

...Come onnn, Secretariat!...Come onnn, Secretariat!
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Rex and Lily come out from behind the screen, LilyRex and Lily come out from behind the screen, Lily
straightens her clothes.straightens her clothes.

REXREX
Never, not ever...Never, not ever...

LILYLILY
It really doesn't matter.It really doesn't matter.

(to us)(to us)
Just like size and stamina.Just like size and stamina.

REXREX
My desire for you was too strong,My desire for you was too strong,
in a funny way...in a funny way...

LILYLILY
(to us)(to us)

Ho, ho.Ho, ho.

REXREX
I'll do better next time...I'll do better next time...

(to us)(to us)
As if.As if.

LILYLILY
(to us;(to us;
simultaneously)simultaneously)

As if.As if.

REXREX
And other bits of unfoundedAnd other bits of unfounded
optimism to cover my retreat as Ioptimism to cover my retreat as I
slink off...slink off...

Rex exits.Rex exits.

LILYLILY
(to us)(to us)

Never up, never in.Never up, never in.

Lily exits.Lily exits.

Douglas and Violet.Douglas and Violet.

Douglas crosses the finish line, yells in triumph, separatesDouglas crosses the finish line, yells in triumph, separates
from Violet and cries out in despair all in one continuousfrom Violet and cries out in despair all in one continuous
move.move.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
(to us)(to us)

Heeeyaaahhhhwowwwhat have I done!Heeeyaaahhhhwowwwhat have I done!

Douglas races off and exits. Violet straightens herself andDouglas races off and exits. Violet straightens herself and
comes out from behind screen.comes out from behind screen.
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VIOLETVIOLET
(to us)(to us)

There ought to be a rule. A manThere ought to be a rule. A man
can not reach for his pants whilecan not reach for his pants while
his feet are still in thehis feet are still in the
stirrups...It's not the orgasm. Istirrups...It's not the orgasm. I
can take care of that. I'd gladlycan take care of that. I'd gladly
do away with the whole sordiddo away with the whole sordid
tussle in exchange for a half hourtussle in exchange for a half hour
of gentle touching. Is that soof gentle touching. Is that so
much to ask?much to ask?

Violet changes the graphic.Violet changes the graphic.

Graphic: THE AFTERMATH, OR ARITHMETICGraphic: THE AFTERMATH, OR ARITHMETIC

Scene: Chez FranklinScene: Chez Franklin

Rex enters, gives Violet a big, fake, kiss.Rex enters, gives Violet a big, fake, kiss.

REXREX
(kissing noise)(kissing noise)

Mmmmmwhaaaa!Mmmmmwhaaaa!

VIOLETVIOLET
(to us)(to us)

He's been cheating on me again.He's been cheating on me again.

REXREX
(to us)(to us)

She's totally oblivious. What aShe's totally oblivious. What a
wonderful wifely trait.wonderful wifely trait.

VIOLETVIOLET
What were you up to today?What were you up to today?

REXREX
Nothing, really.Nothing, really.

(to us)(to us)
Which is very close to the truth.Which is very close to the truth.

(to her)(to her)
How about you?How about you?

VIOLETVIOLET
We got an invitation to a dinnerWe got an invitation to a dinner
party from the Cohns. She told meparty from the Cohns. She told me
the Zweigs were invited, too.the Zweigs were invited, too.

REXREX
Oh, yes? How nice.Oh, yes? How nice.
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VIOLETVIOLET
(to us)(to us)

I could never be in the same roomI could never be in the same room
with her, she could tell just bywith her, she could tell just by
looking at me. A woman alwayslooking at me. A woman always
knows.knows.

(to him)(to him)
Do you want to go then?Do you want to go then?

REXREX
Up to you.Up to you.

VIOLETVIOLET
I don't think so.I don't think so.

REXREX
Absolutely not.Absolutely not.

They exit.  Douglas and Lily enter. They change the graphic.They exit.  Douglas and Lily enter. They change the graphic.

Graphic: FLAMING GUILTGraphic: FLAMING GUILT

Scene: Chez ZweigScene: Chez Zweig

LILYLILY
Hello, darling.Hello, darling.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
(to us)(to us)

She knows!!She knows!!

LILYLILY
Anything happen today?Anything happen today?

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
(to us)(to us)

I am undone!I am undone!
(to her)(to her)

No. You?No. You?

LILYLILY
No.No.

(to us)(to us)
He hasn't a clue.He hasn't a clue.

(to him)(to him)
We got an invitation to dinner atWe got an invitation to dinner at
the Cohns...Rex and Violet arethe Cohns...Rex and Violet are
invited.invited.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
(to us)(to us)

Oh, god.Oh, god.
(to her)(to her)

Do we have to?Do we have to?
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LILYLILY
(to us)(to us)

It might be fun to watch RexIt might be fun to watch Rex
squirm.squirm.

(to him)(to him)
Is there any good reason to say no?Is there any good reason to say no?

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
(to us)(to us)

I can't talk to her! This isI can't talk to her! This is
awful! Dissemble to my wife? Iawful! Dissemble to my wife? I
don't know how! I tell herdon't know how! I tell her
everything.everything.

LILYLILY
What's the matter, sweetheart?What's the matter, sweetheart?
Aren't you feeling well?Aren't you feeling well?

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
(to us)(to us)

There is a canyon of guilt betweenThere is a canyon of guilt between
us, my voice won't carry across it.us, my voice won't carry across it.

LILYLILY
Is anything wrong at school? AreIs anything wrong at school? Are
you having trouble with youryou having trouble with your
work?...You know you'll feelwork?...You know you'll feel
better once you tell me, youbetter once you tell me, you
always do...Well, whenever youalways do...Well, whenever you
feel like talking to me, I'll befeel like talking to me, I'll be
here.here.

(to us)(to us)
Just because I cheated on him--Just because I cheated on him--
well, almost cheated--doesn't meanwell, almost cheated--doesn't mean
I don't love him.I don't love him.

Lily exits.Lily exits.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
(to us)(to us)

What have I done! I am wounded! IWhat have I done! I am wounded! I
have injured myself! I havehave injured myself! I have
brought silence to my marriage, Ibrought silence to my marriage, I
have distanced my best and onlyhave distanced my best and only
friend, with my promiscuousfriend, with my promiscuous
spade...spade...

On the word "spade", Douglas raises his hand to note theOn the word "spade", Douglas raises his hand to note the
sexual undertone. He does it unconsciously.sexual undertone. He does it unconsciously.
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DOUGLASDOUGLAS
(continuing)(continuing)

What is the matter with me? EvenWhat is the matter with me? Even
as I bemoan the wretched loss ofas I bemoan the wretched loss of
intimacy with my wife I revel inintimacy with my wife I revel in
some kind of sexual dementia. I amsome kind of sexual dementia. I am
obscurely proud of myself...Whatobscurely proud of myself...What
have I done? Whom can I tell? Thehave I done? Whom can I tell? The
only one in all the world I wantonly one in all the world I want
to confide in is my Lily. I needto confide in is my Lily. I need
comfort, I need advice--things Icomfort, I need advice--things I
always got from her. I have noalways got from her. I have no
friends to torment with this, shefriends to torment with this, she
is my friend, she is my counselor,is my friend, she is my counselor,
whatever life I live outside mywhatever life I live outside my
mind I live with her and throughmind I live with her and through
her and for her...Whom can I turnher and for her...Whom can I turn
to?to?

Enter Rex. He changes graphic.Enter Rex. He changes graphic.

Graphic: A MOST IMPROBABLE CONVERSATION: FEEL FREE TO TAKEGraphic: A MOST IMPROBABLE CONVERSATION: FEEL FREE TO TAKE
SIDES.SIDES.

Scene: In confidence.Scene: In confidence.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
(continuing; to Rex)(continuing; to Rex)

So I have this friendSo I have this friend
who...uh...met this woman...who...uh...met this woman...

REXREX
(to us)(to us)

Old Dougie Clenched-Bottom has aOld Dougie Clenched-Bottom has a
mistress. I don't know whether tomistress. I don't know whether to
gloat or lament. If everyonegloat or lament. If everyone
cheats the rules there are nocheats the rules there are no
rules...so where's my advantage?rules...so where's my advantage?

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
He can't take it any more. HisHe can't take it any more. His
conscience is tearing me apart. Iconscience is tearing me apart. I
will not be parted from my wifewill not be parted from my wife
even that much by a dirty littleeven that much by a dirty little
secret. I have to tell her.secret. I have to tell her.

REXREX
Whoa! Never confess.Whoa! Never confess.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
I want my life back, I want myI want my life back, I want my
wife back, I want our intimacywife back, I want our intimacy
back.back.
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REXREX
Never confide, never confess.Never confide, never confess.

(to us)(to us)
I must find out who she is. OnceI must find out who she is. Once
they're put into play, they'rethey're put into play, they're
more accessible. Fun for one, funmore accessible. Fun for one, fun
for all.for all.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
I must tell her.I must tell her.

REXREX
She doesn't want to know.She doesn't want to know.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
She must know anyway.She must know anyway.

REXREX
Never assume.Never assume.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
I must have guilt written allI must have guilt written all
over--his--face.over--his--face.

REXREX
Don't flatter yourself. You're notDon't flatter yourself. You're not
the center of her attention, shethe center of her attention, she
is.is.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
I am not made for duplicity.I am not made for duplicity.

REXREX
She is, she's a woman.She is, she's a woman.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
What I have done is wrong!What I have done is wrong!

REXREX
All of nature tells us it's not.All of nature tells us it's not.
Even life-long mates cheat, evenEven life-long mates cheat, even
geese, even swans.geese, even swans.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
I am not an animal.I am not an animal.

REXREX
We have to do it. Men are theWe have to do it. Men are the
romantics!romantics!

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
It's a sin, it's against the law,It's a sin, it's against the law,
it's immoral. I can't live a lie.it's immoral. I can't live a lie.
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REXREX
Sure you can, you're a man. SuckSure you can, you're a man. Suck
it up.it up.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
It's no good, I have to tell her.It's no good, I have to tell her.

REXREX
She won't thank you for it.She won't thank you for it.

Douglas exits.Douglas exits.

REXREX
(continuing)(continuing)

It's guys like that who give us aIt's guys like that who give us a
bad name. Women never confess.bad name. Women never confess.
They may get caught, but theyThey may get caught, but they
never confess. Only men arenever confess. Only men are
troubled enough by morality totroubled enough by morality to
actually act on it. And yet all ofactually act on it. And yet all of
morality is in favor of the women.morality is in favor of the women.
They got in league with theThey got in league with the
priests and the sissies and madepriests and the sissies and made
this stuff up.  Lie, cheat, steal,this stuff up.  Lie, cheat, steal,
fornicate...those are right up afornicate...those are right up a
man's alley. Why would we want toman's alley. Why would we want to
take those things away fromtake those things away from
ourselves? They encoded hypocrisyourselves? They encoded hypocrisy
and named it Commandment. Theand named it Commandment. The
women outfoxed us.women outfoxed us.

Rex changes graphic.Rex changes graphic.

Graphic: EPIPHANY, OR HOW TO KEEP A GOOD MAN DOWNGraphic: EPIPHANY, OR HOW TO KEEP A GOOD MAN DOWN

Scene: StreetScene: Street

Enter Girl.Enter Girl.

GIRLGIRL
Excuse me. Aren't you what's hisExcuse me. Aren't you what's his
name?name?

REXREX
Yes, I am.Yes, I am.

GIRLGIRL
Oh, I just loved what-do-you-call-Oh, I just loved what-do-you-call-
it.it.

REXREX
Most kind.Most kind.

Girl touches his arm.Girl touches his arm.
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GIRLGIRL
The scene with the girl and the...The scene with the girl and the...

REXREX
Handsome SS Major?Handsome SS Major?

Rex raises his hand.Rex raises his hand.

GIRLGIRL
Where he...Where he...

REXREX
Was wearing only his iron cross?Was wearing only his iron cross?

GIRLGIRL
And she...And she...

REXREX
Was wearing only his jack boots?Was wearing only his jack boots?

GIRLGIRL
That was so...you have a littleThat was so...you have a little
something on your face.something on your face.

She touches his face.She touches his face.

REXREX
Thank you.Thank you.

GIRLGIRL
Would you sign my boob? Book?Would you sign my boob? Book?

REXREX
Happy to.Happy to.

He signs and moves on.He signs and moves on.

REXREX
(continuing; to us)(continuing; to us)

A very pleasant young woman.A very pleasant young woman.

GIRLGIRL
I must be getting old.I must be getting old.

Girl exits. Rex stops as the realization hits him.Girl exits. Rex stops as the realization hits him.

REXREX
(to us)(to us)

Nothing! I felt nothing! FirstNothing! I felt nothing! First
Lily, and now this? Could it beLily, and now this? Could it be
that the old boy's down for thethat the old boy's down for the
count? Could it be he's stoppedcount? Could it be he's stopped
bumping against my navel forever?bumping against my navel forever?
Can I be impotent?Can I be impotent?

(more)(more)
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REX (cont'd)REX (cont'd)
Oh, please, dear god...let it beOh, please, dear god...let it be
true! What a relief! The beast hastrue! What a relief! The beast has
tugged me around like a cat on atugged me around like a cat on a
leash since I was twelve yearsleash since I was twelve years
old.  Free at last after all theseold.  Free at last after all these
years? No more meaningless trysts,years? No more meaningless trysts,
no more humping lampposts, no moreno more humping lampposts, no more
panting till I trip on my tongue.panting till I trip on my tongue.
Oh, blessed detumescence!  At longOh, blessed detumescence!  At long
last I can turn my energies tolast I can turn my energies to
something meaningful. Charitysomething meaningful. Charity
work, flower arranging. I'vework, flower arranging. I've
always wanted to take a whack atalways wanted to take a whack at
feeding the homeless...I willfeeding the homeless...I will
devote myself to Violet, my truedevote myself to Violet, my true
and faithful wife. I haveand faithful wife. I have
mistreated her, but now I willmistreated her, but now I will
make all things right...and rightmake all things right...and right
after that, world peace.after that, world peace.

Rex changes the graphic but stays on his side of the stage,Rex changes the graphic but stays on his side of the stage,
watching Douglas and Lily.watching Douglas and Lily.

Graphic: CONFESSION IS GOOD FOR THE SOULGraphic: CONFESSION IS GOOD FOR THE SOUL

Scene: Chez ZweigScene: Chez Zweig

Enter Lily and Douglas.Enter Lily and Douglas.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
Lily, I have something to tell you.Lily, I have something to tell you.

LILYLILY
(to us)(to us)

Uh-oh.Uh-oh.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
I have done something...I have done something...

LILYLILY
I don't want to hear this.I don't want to hear this.

REXREX
Don't do it!Don't do it!

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
I have to tell you, I feel so bad.I have to tell you, I feel so bad.

LILYLILY
(to us)(to us)

So now you want to inflict it onSo now you want to inflict it on
me? Keep it to yourself.me? Keep it to yourself.
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DOUGLASDOUGLAS
My conscience is killing me.My conscience is killing me.

LILYLILY
(to us)(to us)

Fight it, fight back. You canFight it, fight back. You can
defeat your conscience!defeat your conscience!

(to him)(to him)
What is it, darling?What is it, darling?

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
Oh, Lily, abject confession of theOh, Lily, abject confession of the
awful truth. Appropriate snivelingawful truth. Appropriate sniveling
and promise of reform.and promise of reform.

Rex changes the graphic.Rex changes the graphic.

Graphic: THE INEVITABLE QUESTIONGraphic: THE INEVITABLE QUESTION

Scene: The sameScene: The same

LILYLILY
What does she have that I don'tWhat does she have that I don't
have?have?

REXREX
Nothing!Nothing!

(to us)(to us)
Really, nothing. That's what theyReally, nothing. That's what they
never understand. It isn't aboutnever understand. It isn't about
them, it's about us. They've donethem, it's about us. They've done
nothing wrong, there's nothingnothing wrong, there's nothing
they can improve. Weight loss andthey can improve. Weight loss and
nose jobs and implants havenose jobs and implants have
nothing to do with it. There is nonothing to do with it. There is no
prevention, there is noprevention, there is no
protection, there is no remedy,protection, there is no remedy,
there is no cure. And there is nothere is no cure. And there is no
fault, no blame. Your husbandfault, no blame. Your husband
didn't stray because you weredidn't stray because you were
inattentive or overweight or eveninattentive or overweight or even
because he didn't love you. He didbecause he didn't love you. He did
it for the novelty, he did itit for the novelty, he did it
because of the opportunity, he didbecause of the opportunity, he did
it for the numbers.it for the numbers.

Rex changes the graphic.Rex changes the graphic.

Graphic: MATTERS TAKE A SERIOUS TURNGraphic: MATTERS TAKE A SERIOUS TURN

Scene: The same.Scene: The same.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
Can you ever forgive me?Can you ever forgive me?
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LILYLILY
No.No.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
What?What?

LILYLILY
No. I won't forgive you.No. I won't forgive you.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
I'll make it up to you.I'll make it up to you.

LILYLILY
You can't.You can't.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
Lily, it didn't mean anything...Lily, it didn't mean anything...

LILYLILY
Ah, but Douglas, it did. With you,Ah, but Douglas, it did. With you,
it did. With someone else, withit did. With someone else, with
someone like Rex, it would besomeone like Rex, it would be
meaningless, but not with you. Itmeaningless, but not with you. It
was too important to you.was too important to you.

(to us)(to us)
I see no inconsistency here.I see no inconsistency here.

(to him)(to him)
You think too much to act idly.You think too much to act idly.
Your principles are too importantYour principles are too important
to you to throw them aside for ato you to throw them aside for a
meaningless act.meaningless act.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
It was one time, one time.It was one time, one time.

LILYLILY
All the worse.All the worse.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
If I were promiscuous, it wouldIf I were promiscuous, it would
have been all right?have been all right?

LILYLILY
What's one more hamburger to a fatWhat's one more hamburger to a fat
man? But to a vegan...man? But to a vegan...

(to us)(to us)
Oh, Rex, Rex, so what? I neverOh, Rex, Rex, so what? I never
preached fidelity. The onlypreached fidelity. The only
principle I had to overcome was aprinciple I had to overcome was a
mild aversion to Rex himself.mild aversion to Rex himself.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
I can't believe this.I can't believe this.
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LILYLILY
It doesn't matter if a C studentIt doesn't matter if a C student
cheats. But the honor student?cheats. But the honor student?

REXREX
(to us)(to us)

I told him. None so blind as heI told him. None so blind as he
who will not listen.who will not listen.

Graphic: THE OTHER INEVITABLE QUESTIONGraphic: THE OTHER INEVITABLE QUESTION

Scene: The sameScene: The same

LILYLILY
Who is she?Who is she?

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
Does it matter?Does it matter?

REXREX
(to us)(to us)

No.No.

LILYLILY
Of course.Of course.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
Violet Franklin.Violet Franklin.

REXREX
Violet!?Violet!?

Rex changes graphic. Rex exits to find Violet.Rex changes graphic. Rex exits to find Violet.

LILYLILY
(to us)(to us)

I am no prude, I am no moralist.I am no prude, I am no moralist.
I get lost and confused in hisI get lost and confused in his
maze of ethics, but...maze of ethics, but...

(to him)(to him)
You have embarrassed me in frontYou have embarrassed me in front
of my friends, you have flauntedof my friends, you have flaunted
it in my face...it in my face...

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
Lily, I didn't choose this!Lily, I didn't choose this!

LILYLILY
Of course you chose it. No adultOf course you chose it. No adult
is seduced. At most, they areis seduced. At most, they are
simply encouraged...You must go,simply encouraged...You must go,
Douglas.Douglas.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
You don't mean it!You don't mean it!
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LILYLILY
(to us)(to us)

Well, I do at the moment, withWell, I do at the moment, with
full awareness that I won't laterfull awareness that I won't later
on.on.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
Lily, please, you mean the worldLily, please, you mean the world
to me.to me.

LILYLILY
You should have thought of thatYou should have thought of that
earlier. Go.earlier. Go.

(to us)(to us)
My pride is hurt. On a businessMy pride is hurt. On a business
trip, some one night stand with atrip, some one night stand with a
slut in a bar...but a marriedslut in a bar...but a married
woman? Someone my age? It'swoman? Someone my age? It's
insulting.insulting.

Douglas slinks off and exits.Douglas slinks off and exits.

LILYLILY
(continuing; to us)(continuing; to us)

I will make him pay. I may evenI will make him pay. I may even
put him through the sham ofput him through the sham of
marriage counseling which seems tomarriage counseling which seems to
be little more than school forbe little more than school for
divorce. Anything less and he'lldivorce. Anything less and he'll
think it's approval...Then I shallthink it's approval...Then I shall
magnanimously take him back.magnanimously take him back.

Lily changes graphic. Lily exits.Lily changes graphic. Lily exits.

Violet enters and hurriedly crosses the stage, Rex enters inViolet enters and hurriedly crosses the stage, Rex enters in
pursuit.pursuit.

REXREX
Violet! Violet!Violet! Violet!

(to us)(to us)
Who knew my wife was soWho knew my wife was so
interesting?interesting?

Violet, in the cat bird seat at last, turns and beams at us.Violet, in the cat bird seat at last, turns and beams at us.

Rex and Violet exit. Rex changes graphic.Rex and Violet exit. Rex changes graphic.

Graphic: LAST TEDIOUS MORALIZING LECTUREGraphic: LAST TEDIOUS MORALIZING LECTURE

Scene: CollegeScene: College

Douglas enters and stands behind the lectern.Douglas enters and stands behind the lectern.
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DOUGLASDOUGLAS
Why, yes, Mr. Cohn-Bertolli, thereWhy, yes, Mr. Cohn-Bertolli, there
is a certain element of hypocrisyis a certain element of hypocrisy
in the moral posturings of thein the moral posturings of the
authors in question, and quick ofauthors in question, and quick of
you to notice, too. But then whatyou to notice, too. But then what
of it? Hypocrisy has a primeof it? Hypocrisy has a prime
societal value. It keeps ussocietal value. It keeps us
adhering to values we don't reallyadhering to values we don't really
believe in but think our peers do.believe in but think our peers do.
With racism in our hearts weWith racism in our hearts we
descry those with racism on theirdescry those with racism on their
lips. With lust in our loins welips. With lust in our loins we
condemn those who get caught. Thiscondemn those who get caught. This
sanctimony keeps us from runningsanctimony keeps us from running
through the streets like a pack ofthrough the streets like a pack of
ravening hyenas...And did you knowravening hyenas...And did you know
that both male and female hyenathat both male and female hyena
have the same external genitalia?have the same external genitalia?
I leave it to you to decipher theI leave it to you to decipher the
significance of that...Some of yousignificance of that...Some of you
may know that this will be my lastmay know that this will be my last
lecture in this class. Due tolecture in this class. Due to
certain family problems I will becertain family problems I will be
leaving the college and moving toleaving the college and moving to
the city.the city.

Douglas changes the graphic. Douglas exits.Douglas changes the graphic. Douglas exits.

Graphic: IT IS BETTER TO BEND THAN TO BREAK--NUDGE THEGraphic: IT IS BETTER TO BEND THAN TO BREAK--NUDGE THE
HUSBAND. IT'S ALMOST OVERHUSBAND. IT'S ALMOST OVER

Scene: BookstoreScene: Bookstore

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
(continuing)(continuing)

I'll never forget her. She isI'll never forget her. She is
Woman to me, all I wanted, all IWoman to me, all I wanted, all I
will ever want...My book is facingwill ever want...My book is facing
outward.outward.

Girl enters. She stands next to Douglas, perusing the shelf.Girl enters. She stands next to Douglas, perusing the shelf.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
(continuing; to us)(continuing; to us)

I think of my beloved Lily when II think of my beloved Lily when I
wake, I think of her when I work,wake, I think of her when I work,
I think of her when I go to bed.I think of her when I go to bed.

(to Girl)(to Girl)
Have you tried this one?Have you tried this one?

He stoops to get to the Z's.He stoops to get to the Z's.

GIRLGIRL
I've read Zola.I've read Zola.
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DOUGLASDOUGLAS
This is Zweig.This is Zweig.

(to us)(to us)
A large part of me is gone withoutA large part of me is gone without
her, I can not function as a fullher, I can not function as a full
human being.human being.

GIRLGIRL
(of the book)(of the book)

This is you!This is you!

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
Alas.Alas.

(to us)(to us)
I will spend my life mourning herI will spend my life mourning her
loss. I will spend my lifeloss. I will spend my life
struggling to win her back.struggling to win her back.

GIRLGIRL
(to us)(to us)

He looks so sad and artistic.He looks so sad and artistic.

Lily enters. Douglas does not see her.Lily enters. Douglas does not see her.

LILYLILY
(to us)(to us)

I've changed my mind...When heI've changed my mind...When he
left I took stock. Howard is atleft I took stock. Howard is at
the age when he needs a father--orthe age when he needs a father--or
a jailer...My thighs now ruba jailer...My thighs now rub
together when I walk. I can't weartogether when I walk. I can't wear
corduroy for the noise...corduroy for the noise...

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
(to us)(to us)

I'll never get over her. Never,I'll never get over her. Never,
ever. There will never beever. There will never be
another...another...

GIRLGIRL
I've always wanted to write. YouI've always wanted to write. You
must be very smart.must be very smart.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
(to us)(to us)

I've learned an invaluableI've learned an invaluable
lesson...what was it again?lesson...what was it again?

GIRLGIRL
Where do you get your ideas?Where do you get your ideas?

LILYLILY
(to us)(to us)

She's young enough to be my--She's young enough to be my--
slightly younger sister.slightly younger sister.
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DOUGLASDOUGLAS
Oh, just from life.Oh, just from life.

GIRLGIRL
That's so funny!That's so funny!

She touches his arm.She touches his arm.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
(to us)(to us)

On the other hand, Lily neverOn the other hand, Lily never
really appreciated my talent.really appreciated my talent.

LILYLILY
Douglas! Doug!Douglas! Doug!

He does not hear her.He does not hear her.

GIRLGIRL
You have an eyelash.You have an eyelash.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
(to us)(to us)

When the light catches her likeWhen the light catches her like
that...I've always wondered whatthat...I've always wondered what
it would be like with a gymnast,it would be like with a gymnast,
swimmer, ballerina, lumberjack.swimmer, ballerina, lumberjack.
Ess. Lumberjackess.Ess. Lumberjackess.

GIRLGIRL
I want to write sooo badly.I want to write sooo badly.

LILYLILY
And that's how you'll write, too.And that's how you'll write, too.
Doug! I forgive you!Doug! I forgive you!

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
(to us)(to us)

Oh, if I can just capture thatOh, if I can just capture that
intensity of youth. It willintensity of youth. It will
release me, transform me...release me, transform me...

Girl smiles at him, then starts off. She goes halfway to theGirl smiles at him, then starts off. She goes halfway to the
exit, looks back at him, smiles beckoningly.exit, looks back at him, smiles beckoningly.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
(continuing; to us)(continuing; to us)

Well, after all, it's been a wholeWell, after all, it's been a whole
month.month.

Douglas follows the Girl.Douglas follows the Girl.

LILYLILY
Doug! Douglas!Doug! Douglas!
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He does not hear her. Girl exits, Douglas follows and exits.He does not hear her. Girl exits, Douglas follows and exits.
Lily is left alone on stage as the reality of being finallyLily is left alone on stage as the reality of being finally
alone sinks in on her.alone sinks in on her.

Music, the same 18th century refrain that began Act Two.Music, the same 18th century refrain that began Act Two.

Rex and Violet dance on, doing the elaborate step. After aRex and Violet dance on, doing the elaborate step. After a
moment, Douglas dances on with the Girl. He does a bit ofmoment, Douglas dances on with the Girl. He does a bit of
free lance twirling and heel-clicking, the others clapfree lance twirling and heel-clicking, the others clap
politely. Lily reaches out for Douglas but the dancers don'tpolitely. Lily reaches out for Douglas but the dancers don't
recognize her presence.recognize her presence.

Suddenly Douglas comes up lame from a pulled muscle due toSuddenly Douglas comes up lame from a pulled muscle due to
his exuberance. The other dancers continue. Girl looks athis exuberance. The other dancers continue. Girl looks at
Douglas with disdain as he tries to keep up. The four of themDouglas with disdain as he tries to keep up. The four of them
whirl and swirl around Lily then dance off with Douglaswhirl and swirl around Lily then dance off with Douglas
falling behind and limping badly.falling behind and limping badly.

Lights fade, leaving a Spot on Lily, alone in the dark as theLights fade, leaving a Spot on Lily, alone in the dark as the
others dance off.others dance off.

LILYLILY
(continuing; to us)(continuing; to us)

Even though he doesn't deserve it,Even though he doesn't deserve it,
I can't help worrying about him.I can't help worrying about him.
He's so clueless...To hell withHe's so clueless...To hell with
him! Who needs a husband? I willhim! Who needs a husband? I will
join a book club instead...No,join a book club instead...No,
I'll go back to work...No, I'llI'll go back to work...No, I'll
travel and meet interestingtravel and meet interesting
men...no, I'll never have anythingmen...no, I'll never have anything
to do with another man...no, I'llto do with another man...no, I'll
get a dog...get a dog...

Douglas limps back on, no longer dancing.Douglas limps back on, no longer dancing.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
(to us; of Girl)(to us; of Girl)

She doesn't remember Kennedy'sShe doesn't remember Kennedy's
assassination--she wasn't evenassassination--she wasn't even
born! She thinks Nixon is anborn! She thinks Nixon is an
actress!...I thought clubbing hadactress!...I thought clubbing had
to do with cavemen...Lily neverto do with cavemen...Lily never
minded my snoring. God, how I missminded my snoring. God, how I miss
her.her.

(to Lily, on one knee)(to Lily, on one knee)
Abject whining and whinging.Abject whining and whinging.
Admission of grievous error.Admission of grievous error.
Attempt to place blame onAttempt to place blame on
evolutionary biology,evolutionary biology,
insufficient breast feeding, theinsufficient breast feeding, the
devil...Protestation of endlessdevil...Protestation of endless
fealty.fealty.
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LILYLILY
(to us)(to us)

I've been sleeping so soundlyI've been sleeping so soundly
without his snoring.without his snoring.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
(to us)(to us)

I can't find my keys. How do II can't find my keys. How do I
iron a shirt? I have no cleaniron a shirt? I have no clean
socks...all our friends are hers...socks...all our friends are hers...

(to Lily)(to Lily)
I love you.I love you.

LILYLILY
(to us, shrugs)(to us, shrugs)

They're so hard to train, it takesThey're so hard to train, it takes
years to break one in.years to break one in.

(to Douglas)(to Douglas)
You have hurt me very deeply.You have hurt me very deeply.

(to us)(to us)
And scared the hell out of me.And scared the hell out of me.

(to Douglas)(to Douglas)
I will distrust you for yearsI will distrust you for years
until you're old enough that Iuntil you're old enough that I
don't care.don't care.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
That sounds like a good basis toThat sounds like a good basis to
build on.build on.

Douglas embraces her.Douglas embraces her.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
(continuing)(continuing)

I love you, Lily.I love you, Lily.

LILYLILY
Come on home, Douglas. I'll makeCome on home, Douglas. I'll make
up your bed in the guest room.up your bed in the guest room.

They start off together.They start off together.

DOUGLASDOUGLAS
Forever and ever and ever...Forever and ever and ever...

MUSIC is heard.  GIRL dances on, doing a single to theMUSIC is heard.  GIRL dances on, doing a single to the
familiar refrain. She eyes Douglas who can't help lookingfamiliar refrain. She eyes Douglas who can't help looking
back at her asback at her as

Douglas, Lily exit. Girl keeps dancing and is joined by RexDouglas, Lily exit. Girl keeps dancing and is joined by Rex
and Violet, and then by Douglas and Lily as they enter again.and Violet, and then by Douglas and Lily as they enter again.
All of them dance together as lights dim.All of them dance together as lights dim.

Lily changes the graphic.Lily changes the graphic.
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Graphic: THE END: ALL RISE. THUNDEROUS APPLAUSE.Graphic: THE END: ALL RISE. THUNDEROUS APPLAUSE.

The actors take their bows doing a little dance for five.The actors take their bows doing a little dance for five.

CURTAINCURTAIN

THE ENDTHE END


